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ABSTRACT
This study introduces the theory of Legitimacy-based Reciprocity to answer the research
question identifying the barriers and enablers of implementing a hybrid sales control system.
Legitimacy in terms of this research is proposed as:
•

A power structure based on consent existing in an organization and that there
were those who ultimately selected policy and those that had to agree to follow it.

•

Subordinates had to be permitted to help craft the policy and saw value in its
existence and enforcement through proof that it directly affected their sales
results.

•

Those in power were required to actively participate in the policy measurement
with the subordinate to validate its existence and demonstrate commitment to it.

Reciprocity is proposed as:
•

Common respect between sales leaders and sales leaders demonstrated and
reinforced through the continual mutual participation and execution of policies.

Together these concepts are utilized to explain to practitioners the required strategies,
tools, and behaviors necessary for successful implementation of a hybrid sales control system.
Data analysis began with interviews of sales leaders and salespeople and were conducted
within a grounded theory methodology and coded. The analysis of the transcripts resulted in six
axial code categories:
•

Alignment on Process

vii

•

Selection of the Process

•

Proof the Process Works

•

Only Capture What is Useful

•

Formal Defined Process

•

Reinforcement of the Process

These codes, along with the researcher’s memos, were further analyzed to develop a
central/core theme or selective code of “alignment” between the salespeople and the sales
leaders. Three constructs based on the axial and selective codes were then created for
development of a theoretical model and ultimately a theory useful for both research and practice.
These constructs are defined as:
•

Mutual Agreement of Process Structure Based on Value

•

Consistent Engagement and Collaboration

•

Formal Expectations Defined and Made Clear

This study produced the theory of Legitimacy-based Reciprocity to explain whether an
implementation of a hybrid sales control system will succeed or fail. Based on the theory, all
three constructs are required to enable a successful implementation and a lack of any of these
constructs would introduce a situation where barriers to a successful implementation would be
highly likely.
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CHAPTER ONE:
INTRODUCTION
Introduction
This study introduces the theory of Legitimacy-based Reciprocity as a management
theory for sales practice and academic research. The goal of the theory is to provide guidance to
sales organizations that need to employ a sales process that incorporates behavior-based and
outcome-based measurement systems, to provide leading and lagging indicators for predicting
and driving sales results. The current literature on this type of sales process, referred to as a
hybrid sales control system, and associated theories, neither fully explained nor helped the
researcher to fully understand the phenomenon as it was observed.
A grounded theory methodology was then selected to identify a different theory or a
possible new theory that could address the phenomenon and extend the sales control system
research domain. Interviews conducted with salespeople and sales leaders along with the
researcher’s notes about the study were used to create 76 initial codes that were combined into
six primary categories of data identified for a successful implementation. These were further
reduced to a single common descriptive code that related all of them together.
These new codes were developed into three major constructs, which formed the elements
for a theoretical model that helps to explain the phenomenon. The theory emerged because of
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this model to explain how to enable and eliminate barriers for a successful implementation of a
hybrid sales control system.
Motivation
The researcher has over 28 years of experience in the fields of selling, sales management,
and sales operations. The researcher’s sales proficiency includes business-to-consumer and
business-to-business selling environments, and engagement with prospects and customers in
North America, Europe, and Asia. The researcher has managed sales teams with as few as two
and as many as 76 salespeople. The need to meet revenue targets, as well as successfully forecast
future sales has led to understanding the value of using both behavior and outcome
measurements in a combined, hybrid sales control system.
For the previous seven years, the researcher has been a consultant in the field of sales
process improvement and has implemented hybrid sales control systems for 18 different
companies in 14 different industries. While the same processes, tools, and approaches were used,
levels of successful implementation varied greatly. This led to the question as to why some sales
organizations achieved great successes while others experienced tremendous failures. A review
of the practitioner and research literature indicated existing research findings and theories in the
domain of sales control systems, however, none could explain the results observed by the
researcher.
The existing literature largely focused on theory-based situational characteristics of the
sales organization, market, and salespeople that drove the specific selection and implementation
of a hybrid sales control system. The problem faced by the researcher was that implementation
could not be dependent on those characteristics. It had to be successful, regardless of any
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characteristics and usefulness for any company. This emerged as a need for a different or new
theory that could be generalizable for any sales process.
Research Questions and Units of Analysis
The research question guiding this study is:
What are the barriers and enablers for sales leaders and salespeople to consider when
implementing a hybrid sales control system? The research question addressed the need to
understand what forces influence an organization’s ability to implement a hybrid sales control
system. The unit of analysis is individual experience of sales leadership and the salespeople
working within a formal sales control process. This is critical to provide insight into hybrid
control systems and how to implement them. Collecting data from management is important
because this group has the ultimate responsibility for the performance of the selling effort and
dictate how and what resources will be used to achieve organizational objectives. However, often
overlooked in practice, is the input from the salespeople who will be guided and managed by the
sales process; they have the greatest impact on the outcome of the implementation since they can
choose to follow or resist it. Any theories extended or developed must consider both viewpoints,
to be beneficial.
Background and Statement of the Problem
The evolving landscape of business-to-business selling is driving change in both selling
and sales management. New opportunities are creating new requirements for interacting with
existing clients and new prospects, and how those interactions are managed. This new
environment necessitates innovation and exploration into new areas of performance for sales
management for both practitioners and researchers.
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Many organizations rely solely on its salespeople to hit their quota, and deliver their
revenue (Weitz & Bradford, 1999). Despite new technology and capabilities of the internet,
business-to-business transactions require relationships and interactions with an effective sales
team. Salespeople need to execute and deliver consistent performance through their tenure as it
contributes to an organization’s success (Churchill et al., 1993). The consequences of an illperforming sales team can have long-term devastating effects on a company (Dubinsky, 1999).
The responsibility for driving salesperson success falls on the shoulders of the sales leader.
This is why effective management of salespeople is needed for a company to succeed
(Avlonitis & Panagopoulos, 2010). The job of a sales leader is more critical than ever for
ensuring that sales resources are being used for maximum effectiveness and that the manager is
engaged with the sales team. The sales leader role is increasing in importance and scope and the
job now requires the sales leader to be the interface between the seller and the other people in the
organization needed to support the sales effort (Schwepker & Good, 2010). Additionally, he or
she must continually focus on cultivating sales performance (Deeter-Schmelz et al., 2002). The
skills and capabilities of the manager are more critical than ever (Powers et al., 2014), as the job
becomes more complex and the financial stakes increase (Shapiro et al., 1988).
The way companies sell has changed significantly over the previous 15 years, affecting
the needed skillsets of the salespeople (Powers et al., 2010). The sales role is no longer an
isolated function, but now requires cross-functional support for immediate and long-range
customer support (Storbacka et al., 2011). Increased attention on long-term buyer-seller
relationships (Weitz & Bradford, 1999), complex buying situations and diverse customer bases
(Piercy et al., 2012) all contribute to the need to sell products and services differently.
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The sales management role has changed dramatically, as well as the nature of buyerseller relationships change (Morgan & Hunt, 1994). The conventional viewpoint of sales
management has historically been that the most important responsibility was selecting talented
salespeople (Randall & Randall, 2001). Once the best sellers were hired, providing them with
incentives to perform was enough to ensure acceptable outcomes (Lancaster & Jobber, 1994).
Many organizations elect to not rely solely on the talent of the salespeople. Instead, they
use a system and standard work to ensure that the sales team members are functioning as
efficiently and effectively as possible. New developments and trends in selling and sales
management are creating demands and opportunities that require adaptation and new approaches
on the part of both sales organizations (Jones et al., 2005) as the role of the of the sales leader
moves from scorekeeper to facilitator of the sales process (Corcoran et al., 1995).
Within the academic sales literature, the term “Sales Control Systems” was first
introduced by Anderson and Oliver (1987) as “an organization’s set of procedures for
monitoring, directing, evaluating, and compensating its employees.” They further classified the
types of systems into two categories: behavior and outcome. First, the behavioral control systems
focus on dictating and measuring the actions of the salespeople. This approach requires
significant hands-on effort by the sales leader but provides significant insight into the use of
sales resources. Second, the outcome control systems provide the sales leader a “hands-off”
approach that simply measures the revenue produced by the efforts of the salespeople.
While the authors stated the two control systems are opposites, they did recognize that
most companies use a combination or “hybrid” approach. They included metrics for companies
to consider when determining the optimum amounts of both behavior and outcome systems.
These include management involvement, a combination of the level of supervision, contact, and
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direction provided by the sales leader to the salespeople, as well as the levels of
subjective/objective evaluation and the amount of salary in the total compensation. They
presented four theories to support their position that could be used to determine the mix of
systems: Agency Theory, Transaction Cost Analysis, Organizational Theory, and Cognitive
Evaluation Theory.
Overview of the Literature
This dissertation research seeks to address this issue by looking past the characteristic
selection of salespeople and investigate the factors that an organization must consider when
implementing a hybrid sales control system. Since the end goal of any sales organization is sales
performance, any hybrid sales control system must be accepted by the organization as the
procedures it will use to drive revenue. Acceptance begins at implementation, which is the key to
this chain of events that ultimately drives sales performance (Inyang & Jaramillo, 2020). Table
1.1 provides an overview of the literature reviewed and summarizes the research methods,
samples frames, and theories in these articles. No articles were found where grounded theory was
applied.
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Table 1.1. Literature Review Summary of Antecedent Articles
Samples

Articles

Salespeople

5

Sales Leaders

6

Sales Leaders and Salespeople
Methodologies

1
Articles

Survey

11

Interviews

1

Grounded Theory

0

Literature Review/Meta-Analysis

11

No Study Conducted
Theories

Articles

Agency Theory

11

Organizational Theory

7

Transaction Cost Theory

10

Cognitive Evaluation Theory

3

Contingency Theory

1

Control Theory

1

Fit Theory

1

Vertical Dyad Linkage Theory

1

Relational Exchange Theory

3

New Institutional Economic Theory

1

Resource-Based Theory

1

The articles used to generate known antecedents included five salespeople and six sales
leaders, both as samples within a single study. The methodologies that included an experiment
used surveys as the most common method of data collection. Interviews were used only once,
and in 11 articles, direct experiments were not performed, but provided literature reviews and
meta-analyses.
The three main theories applied the most in the literature were Agency Theory referenced
11 times, Transaction Cost Theory referenced 10 times, and Organizational Theory referenced 7
times. Control Theory and Cognitive Evaluation Theory were referenced 3 times each with all
other theories only referenced once.
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Based on an initial review of the relevant articles to the proposed study, there is clear
support that the three main theories are considered the primary and relevant theories to
antecedents to selecting a sales control system. There is also evidence to suggest that additional
research is merited as very few studies conducted actual experiments. Additionally, very few
utilized interviews to capture data.
The sales control literature has very little research on the antecedents to system selection.
The articles that do exist, focus on either behavior or outcome-type systems. While there are
references to hybrid-type systems, the literature provides no theoretical explanation for selecting
one. This represents a gap in the literature and one that this research intends to address.
Concepts and Definitions
A list of concepts and the corresponding definitions is provided in Table 1.2.
Table 1.2. Concepts and Definitions
Sales Control System
Behavior Sales Control System
Outcome Sales Control System
Hybrid Sales Control System
Sales Leadership
Salesperson
Barrier
Enablers

The set of processes, requirements, and measurements that sales
management uses to monitor the effectiveness and sales
performance of their salespeople
Sales Control system that measures activities and effort
Sales Control system that measures only sales
Sales Control System that is comprised of a mix of behavior and
outcome elements
The senior most individual responsible for the sales department
within an organization
A salesperson in an organization who has been employed for the
purpose of acquiring revenue through the process of selling
Situations, beliefs, organizational culture, etc. that inhibit a
senior sales leader’s ability to implement a hybrid sales control
system
Situations, beliefs, organizational culture, etc. that facilitate a
senior sales leader’s ability to implement a hybrid sales control
system
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Research Design
The design of this research is qualitative in nature and the grounded theory was used to
extend the current theories or develop/discover a new one that explains how practitioners can
implement a hybrid sales control system. This method was selected for two reasons. The first is
the limited nature of literature or theories available to explain the phenomenon of hybrid sales
control systems implementation. The second reason for selecting this approach is the
researcher’s experience in this area and understanding of the need to develop better guidance for
practitioners. Using a theoretical sampling approach permitted better questions to be developed
over the course of the interviews since the data collection, coding, and analysis occurred
simultaneously.
The initial data collection came from interviews with sales leadership and salespeople.
The interviews used a semi-structured approach. The reasons for this format are:
•

This is the best method to use for single interviews (Bernard, 1988).

•

This approach is easier for the researcher who is not highly experienced with
qualitative interviewing.

•

The researcher is familiar with the research area, so the questions developed are
relevant.

The coding of the data began with open coding after the interviews, to identify key
words, concepts, phrases, or similar ideas. Next, axial coding occurred to identify relationships to
create categories. The last stage of coding was selective coding to combine the categories to
begin to build the basis of the new theory. The researcher used note taking (a.k.a. memoing)
during the entire data collection and coding phases to capture concepts and ideas to aid in the
development of theoretical understanding. Interviewing and coding continued until a saturation
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point was reached and no new ideas or concepts were identified. Once there were no new codes
identified, the transcript was reviewed again to ensure nothing was missed or erroneously
classified. At this point, the data was reviewed to determine if a new theoretical understanding
had been discovered. A final review of the literature was conducted to validate any new theories
developed. Figure 1.1 provides the steps that the researcher performed with the ground theory
methodology.

Figure 1.1. Grounded Theory Approach

Findings
Qualitative interviews of six salespeople and six sales leaders identified 76 unique open
codes when the transcripts were analyzed. These codes were then classified into axial codes
based on the salesperson (12 codes) and sales leader (11 codes). These were used to identify
“alignment” as the common core category of this study. Next, a set of three constructs was
created to segment the axial and selective codes into constructs that would readily translate into
practice. These resulted in a conceptual model that indicated the conditions that results in the
barriers and a single enabler when implementing a hybrid sales control system. The final
outcome was the development of the new theory of Legitimacy-Based Reciprocity.
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Contribution
Research Contribution
The first contribution is an extension of the sales control system literature by providing a
new theoretical explanation as to how to implement a hybrid sales control system. This theory
can be used to develop new antecedents that are not based on factors, internal or external, to the
sales organization, thus providing a more generalized theory and approach for future research.
Practitioner Contribution
The second contribution of this study is to establish a theory to help practitioners
understand the requirements to effectively implement a hybrid system. Since this study utilized a
grounded theory approach, the research was very applicable to practitioners and could be
appreciated as something that could be applied in the “Real World.” A set of tools to guide sales
leaders can be developed from the results of this study, which will provide a guide for sales
organizations to use when implementing this type of control system.
The third contribution is the impact to the researcher as a management consultant in the
sales process improvement industry. Prior to this study, there was no generalizable theory that
could apply across any industry or sales organization structures. This study suggests that the
traditional top-down approach is ineffective. Having a new theory will enable a more reliable
method for implementing a hybrid sales control system. This will enable the researcher to easily
identify potential barriers and enable a higher likelihood of success.
Organization of the Reminder of the Study
In chapter 2 of this study, a review of the literature concerning the antecedents of sales
control systems is provided. This will support the justification for the need for a new research
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study in this area. In chapter 3, the researcher will provide the justification for selecting the
grounded theory approach, sample frame, and interview questions. Furthermore, the manner in
which data will be collected and analyzed is described. In chapter 4, a detailed description of the
data, the analysis and results of the research is provided. The researcher will then describe and
discuss the results in chapter 5. The researcher will also include how the research relates to the
original question and suggest directions for future research.
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CHAPTER TWO:
LITERATURE REVIEW
Chapter Overview
The researcher reviewed the body of literature to understand the theories, methodologies,
and samples currently identified. Additionally, the researcher focused on the antecedents of sales
control systems, and possible outcomes in the variables of interest. A total of 123 articles were
reviewed for this study with 23 being selected based on the focus on antecedents of a sales
control system, which was critical to address the goal of this study.
The literature was selected by conducting a search on Google Scholar with the following
terms: Sales Process, Sales Control, Sales Control Systems, Sales Management Control, Sales
Management. All articles that included research in the area of sales control systems were
selected for review. A conceptual model shown in Figure 2.1 was then created to segment the
articles into antecedents of sales control systems and sales control systems as antecedents,
mediators, or moderators to other aspects of sales performance.
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Figure 2.1. Conceptual Model for Literature Review
How Sales Control Literature Fits into the Overall Sales Literature
Controlling the efforts of the salespeople is a difficult, but necessary step (Quigley &
Bingham, 1995) in modern sales management. A sales control system is a combination of
policies, rules and procedures meant to monitor, direct, evaluate, and motivate the sales force.
Among the tools at a sales leader’s disposal, perhaps this is the most obvious means of shaping
salespeople’s attitudes and behaviors is the sales control system (Anderson & Oliver, 1987).
The role of sales control systems on performance has been well proven (Flaherty et al.,
2007) including its positive effect on driving revenue (Cravens et al., 1993) and its influence on
salespeople to drive results (Malek et al., 2018). The challenge for sales organizations is to
implement a control system at a sales organization that has operated without one. Especially
since salespeople spend much of their time in the field (Avlonitis & Panagopoulos, 2008) as
outside salespeople, or engaged with prospects and customers in the office in an inside role.
Sales control systems usually are based on one of two types of control: behavior and outcome
(Eisenhardt, 1985). Behavior control focuses on the activities within the sales process, whereas
outcome control focuses exclusively on the sales results of a salesperson (Miao & Evans, 2014).
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Behavior can be further broken down into activity control and capability control (Challagalla &
Shervani, 1996). Activity control measures the activities that the salesperson is expected to
perform, while capability emphasizes the development and use of selling skills (Miao et al.,
2007). This study will only consider the behavior and control model since further delineation in
the behavior control is not relevant to this study and most research has not focused on that level
of detail (Miao & Evans, 2012).
While the two types of process control systems can be treated as distinctly opposite,
many companies use a sales control system utilizing elements of both outcome and behavior
(Churchill et al., 1985). Using both behavior and outcome sales control systems is often referred
to as a hybrid approach (Darmon, 1998). Despite the lack of clarity on which to select, there is
evidence that a hybrid model outperforms either a pure behavior or pure outcome (Onyemah &
Anderson, 2009).
Organizations must however, select an SCS carefully (Malek et al., 2018) because
determining the perfect mix of hybrid control components is critical to successfully managing
the sales team in a way that aligns value for both seller and manager (Hussain, 2018). However,
the research literature does not provide a generalizable method for selecting the best mix of a
hybrid sales control system. Compounding the problem of selecting the best mix elements from
behavior and outcome is that the literature advises practitioners that there are still other factors
that could moderate the control system’s effectiveness and that managers must decide what they
think would work best (Oliver & Anderson, 1995).
Another approach for determining the characteristics of the SCS are the prevailing
theories in the literature (Stathakopoulos, 1996). Anderson and Oliver (1987) provided four
theories that serve as a basis for selecting the characteristics for the SCS: Agency Theory,
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Organization Theory, Transaction Cost Analysis, and Cognitive Evaluation Theory. The
fundamental question when considering these theories becomes which one to use to guide an
organization to develop a sales control system (Stathakopoulos, 1996).
Theories Used in Sales Control Antecedent Literature
Anderson and Oliver’s (1987) seminal article on sales control provided four theories that
serve as a basis for selecting a system: agency theory, organization theory, transaction cost
analysis, and cognitive evaluation theory. The articles reviewed for this study include those as
well as nine others driving the selection and use of variables as antecedents for sales control
systems.
Agency Theory
Agency theory is the most referenced theory in sales control system literature. It was
described by Eisenhardt (1985) as a way for principals to control the activities of the agents
whom they give authority to make decisions. The theory was developed as an economic and
accounting theory but has been used to describe why the company and salespeople have
incongruent goals. The salesperson wants to increase his or her personal income, but the
company wants to increase the company’s overall profit. The theory is used in the sales control
literature as a way to guide researchers in developing sales control systems for control systems
that attempt to align the goals of both the sales organization and the salesperson.
Organization Theory
Ouchi (1979) defined organization theory, in contrast to agency theory, by stating that
incongruent goals between the salesperson and the organization should not be assumed and that
salespeople can be convinced to align their goals with the organization. The theory also states
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that measuring inputs or outputs may be possible. This relates to sales control systems in that
salespeople can be convinced to share the same goals with the overall organization. However,
according to the theory, even if an organization has information about or data on a salesperson’s
activity, the sales leader may not know exactly what behavior is optimum to achieve desired
results.
Transaction Cost Analysis
In transaction cost analysis, organizations should only measure outcomes and ignore
behaviors because the market rewards the desired behaviors and punishes those that are
ineffective (Williamson, 1985). This theory directs managers to ignore behavior metrics because
it posits that salespeople will be successful if they are performing activities that lead to sales.
Conversely, behaviors that don’t lead to revenue generation are inefficient and cannot be
sustained. Therefore, the customer’s purchase is evidence that the salesperson performing the
desired behaviors so there is no need for the manager to spend effort on that type of
measurement.
Cognitive Evaluation Theory
Deci and Ryan (1985) developed cognitive evaluation theory to address motivational
features of outcome and behavior compensation systems. The theory suggests that people prefer
to decide what activities they will perform rather than have someone else dictate expected
behaviors to them. Specifically, the theory states that people are intrinsically motivated rather
than extrinsically motivated. This relates to sales control systems in that salespeople will perform
better with the behavior-based sales control system compared to an outcome-based sales control
system.
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Contingency Theory
Contingency theory, as described by Husain (2018), posits that there is no perfect way to
manage an organization because there are external and internal factors that affect management’s
use of appropriate control mechanism. This relates to the sales control literature by stating there
is no perfect way to design a sales control system, and whatever is selected by the sales
organization, is based on certain internal factors of the organization as well as external factors to
the organization.
Control Theory (Social)
Agarawal and Ramaswami (1993) define control theory within an organizational
framework as based on “performance documentation” and “procedural knowledge.” The authors
relate this theory definition to sales control literature by claiming that salespeople are good at
monitoring their behavior by themselves if they are provided data that indicates how they are
doing (performance documentation), and if they know how to change their behavior (procedural
knowledge).
Fit Theory
Fit theory, as defined by Flaherty et al. (2007) suggests that an organization’s
effectiveness will increase due to internal consistency among the characteristics of the
organization. This relates to sales control in that there is no single set of sales activities that will
be effective for all of the salespeople within an organization. However, one type of control
system may work for a particular organization based on the characteristics of the sales
organization.
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Vertical Dyad Linkage Theory
In vertical dyad linkage theory, “leadership is an exchange relationship that develops
within vertical dyads (such as sales leader to salesperson and salesperson to customer) over time”
(Dansereau et al., 1975, p. 46). The theory is used within the sales control literature to describe
how compensation is used to control the behavior and activities of the salespeople and sales
leaders.
Relational Exchange Theory
Bello and Gilliland (1997) define relational exchange theory as relationships that can be
created and managed through cooperation and flexibility. This relates to the sales control
literature by claiming that cooperative behavior within the sales channel provides cost
advantages and improved competitive resources.
New Institutional Economic Theory
(Ahearne et al., 2010) suggest that new institutional economic theory as a contribution to
the sales control literature by claiming that if a salesperson has a positive perception of a new
product when launched, the less effort he or she will expend to sell it because of the believe that
the product will “sell itself” (p. 766). This perception is magnified or reduces based on the sales
control system used within the sales organization.
Resource-Based Theory
Resource-based theory suggests that the people involved a firm’s sales and marketing
activities can are a component of an organization’s performance (Penrose, 1959). This relates to
the sales control literature in that the objective of this theory is to look for internal characteristics
that are critical for establishing and maintaining competitive advantage. Specifically, to motivate
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the salesperson to establish the value of the company within the market as well as add value to
the sales organization (Echchakoui, 2014).
Identifying Gaps in Literature
The articles used for this literature review provide theories to use as guidance for
determining the antecedents for sales control systems. However, the literature reviewed doesn’t
have theories that were developed or used to reflect the phenomenon as it was observed today by
the researcher. The research question presented in the study cannot be addressed by the current
literature; and therefore, a gap exists. Described as an action-knowledge conflict (Jacobs, 2011),
this gap exists because “professional behavior practices deviate from research findings or are not
covered by the research” (Muller-Bloch & Krantz, 2014, p. 8). Table 2.1 indicates the theories
used in the literature, describing antecedents for sales control systems with its corresponding
action-knowledge conflict gap.
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Table 2.1. Gaps in Theories Used in Sales Control Literature to Determine Antecedents
Theory
Agency Theory

Organizational
Theory

Transaction Cost
Theory
Cognitive
Evaluation
Theory
Contingency
Theory
Control Theory
Fit Theory

Vertical Dyad
Linkage Theory

Relational
Exchange
Theory
New Institutional
Economic
Theory
Resource-Based
Theory

How Used in Literature
Sales leader and salesperson will have
incongruent goals and sales control
systems should be designed to minimize
differences in goals
Incongruent goals between salesperson and
the organization can be minimized though
even if information is available about the
salesperson’s behavior, there is no way to
know if it is optimum to achieve the sales
results
Organization should only measure
outcomes because behaviors that fail to
lead to sales will not be sustained
Salespeople prefer to determine what
activities they will perform to close sales
rather than have the company dictate
requirements
There is no single method to manage a
sales organization and the sales control
system will be dictated by internal and
external factors to the organization
Salespeople will monitor their own
behavior if they are provided feedback that
indicates performance metrics
There is no single set of activities that will
be effective for all salespeople within an
organization
Leadership is an exchange relationship that
develops between sales leader to
salesperson and salesperson to customer
and that compensation is used to control
the salesperson’s behavior
Cooperative behavior within sales channel
partners provides cost advantages
If a salesperson has a positive perception
of a new product there is a perception that
the product will sell itself and the
salesperson will focus on other products
The sales process a company selects
should be based on its internal
characteristics
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Perceived Gap
The theory does identify potential barriers for a
sales control system, but does not provide any
direction on how to overcome them
The theory does not provide any guidance for
how organizations can minimize incongruent
goals between the salesperson and
organization. Additionally, it states there is no
way to specifically know which behaviors lead
to sales results which does not explain the
observed phenomenon
This theory states that behavior should not be
measured which is a critical requirement based
on the observed phenomenon
This theory states that salespeople should be
permitted to dictate their activities which
doesn't support the observed phenomenon
Internal or external factors of the organization
cannot be the basis for which a sales control
system is developed or implemented according
to the observed phenomenon
The observed phenomenon indicates that
managers need to monitor the behaviors of the
salespeople
Theory does not match the observed
phenomenon in that all salespeople need to
follow the same process in order for effective
sales forecasting
Observed phenomenon indicates compensation
cannot be a sole motivator as it provides no
motivation for a salesperson to provide leading
indicators
Theory only applies to situations where sales
channel partners exist
Theory does not address the observed
phenomenon which indicates that salespeople
should not determine what products to sell but
decide in collaboration with the sales leader
The observed phenomenon indicates the sales
control systems cannot be based on any current
organizational characteristics but must be based
on what is needed to achieve results

Variables as Antecedents for Sales Control Systems
The literature selected for this research study focused on the antecedents for sales control
systems. The articles reviewed included 14 variables that were identified as antecedents. These
variables were grouped into five categories: environment variables, organization variables,
salesperson variables, product complexity variables, and task characteristic variables.
Environment Variables as Antecedents
Uncertainty
Uncertainty was identified by Krafft (1999) in the study focused on the summary of 11
hypothesis from agency theory, transaction cost analysis, and the theoretical approach about the
impact of environmental, company, and salesperson variables on the design of sales force control
systems described by Ouchi (1979). Malek et al. (2018) defined uncertainty in the study based on
a literature review of over 50 articles over the past 30 years on sales force control systems.
Darmon and Martin (2011) proposed a new conceptual framework to help researchers study
different characteristics of sales force control practices by introducing new concepts of usage,
and enforcement of control and feedback tools by using uncertainty as an antecedent. In the
study looking to select the best sales force control system and describe its effects on the
salesperson (Anderson & Oliver, 1987), uncertainty was included as an antecedent. Other studies
also used uncertainty as an environment variable (Baldauf et al., 2005; Echchakoui, 2013;
Hussain, 2018; Lapierre & Skelling, 2005).
Sales Volatility
Sales volatility was noted in Anderson and Oliver’s (1987) study, which focused on
proposing a framework for selecting the best sales force control system and describing its effects
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on the salesperson. Echchakoui (2013) discussed sales volatility in a study by proposing a new
model of sales force control system consequences. Baldauf et al. (2005) examined synthesis of
current research of antecedents and consequences of sales management control to create an
agenda for future research by using sales volatility as an antecedent.
Market Turbulence
Flaherty et al. (2007) examined the effects of individual, environmental, and
organizational factors on the effectiveness of control by using market turbulence as an
antecedent. Jaworski (1988) used market turbulence in a study providing a framework for
classification of prior sales force control system literature including antecedents and
consequences, as well as informal sales force control systems. Market turbulence was identified
by Santini et al. (2019) in the paper focused on qualitative synthesis of the control literature
based on the top sales control system theories to evaluate contradictory empirical findings.
Competition
Competition was included by Darmon and Martin (2011) in their study focused on a new
conceptual framework to help researchers study different characteristics of sales force control
practices by introducing new concepts of usage and enforcement of control and feedback tools.
By providing a framework for classification of prior sales force control system literature
including antecedents and consequences as well as discussing informal sales force control
systems, Jaworski (1988) examined competition as an antecedent to sales force control systems.
Echchakoui (2013) identified competition in a study when proposing a new model of sales force
control system consequences. Simons (1990) confirmed competition as an antecedent when
investigating the role of sales control systems and competitive advantage in the importance of the
relationship between formal process and strategy.
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Organization Variables as Antecedents
Sales Force Size
Size of the sales force was noted by Anderson and Oliver (1987) in their study focused on
a framework for selecting the best sales force control. Baldauf et al. (2005) defined size of the
sales force in that study on the synthesis of current research of antecedents and consequences of
sales management control. Santini et al. (2019) described qualitative synthesis of the control
literature based on the top sales control system theories to evaluate contradictory empirical
findings by using size of the sales force size as an antecedent. In his study, Jaworski (1988)
included size of the sales force as an antecedent for sales control systems. Other studies also used
size of the sales force as an environment variable (Darmon, 1998; Echchakoui, 2013; Hussain,
2018; Krafft, 1999).
Management’s Willingness to Accept Risk
Baldauf et al. (2005) investigated management's willingness to accept risk as an
antecedent to sales control systems. Management's willingness to accept risk was used by Krafft
(1999) in his study focused on summary of hypothesis from various theories about the impact of
environmental, company, and salesperson variables on the design of sales force control systems.
Anderson and Oliver (1987) proposed management's willingness to accept risk proposes a
framework for selecting the best sales force control system and describes its effects on the
salesperson. Echchakoui (2013) discussed proposing a new model of sales force control system
consequences by using management's willingness to accept risk as an antecedent in his study of
synthesis of current research of antecedents and consequences of sales management control to
create an agenda for future research. Jaworski (1988) also used management's willing to accept
risk as an organizational variable.
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Knowledge of the Transformational Process
Echchakoui (2013) referenced knowledge of the transformation process in a study about a
new model of sales force control system consequences. Baldauf et al. (2005) used knowledge of
the transformation process in the study focused on synthesis of current research of antecedents.
Krafft (1999) summarized hypotheses from theories by using knowledge of the transformation
process as an antecedent.
Selling Strategy
Selling strategy was included by (Flaherty et al., 2007) in a study focused on effects of
factors on the effectiveness of control. Baldauf et al. (2005) referenced synthesis of current
research of antecedents and consequences of sales management control to create an agenda for
future research by using selling strategy as an antecedent. Krafft et al. (2012) used selling
strategy in his study used on influences that shape salesperson behavior in the presence of formal
and informal sales force control systems.
Salesperson Variables as Antecedents
Transaction Specificity
Stathakopoulos (1996) confirmed transaction specificity in the study focused on synthesis
of theoretical approaches to sales control systems, the effect of control mechanisms on critical
output variables, and suggested a model of sales force control by combining key constructs from
alternative theories. Krafft (1999) referenced transaction specificity in the study referenced on
summary of 11 hypothesis from agency theory, transaction cost analysis, and Ouchi's theoretical
approach about the impact of environmental, company, and salesperson variables on the design
of sales force control systems. Echchakoui (2013) suggested proposing a new model of sales
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force control system consequences by using transaction specificity as an antecedent. In their
study referencing the synthesis of current research of antecedents and consequences of sales
management control, Baldauf et al. (2005) discussed transaction specificity as a salesperson
variable.
Salesperson Age/Experience
Darmon and Martin (2011) included salesperson age/experience in their study focused on
proposing a new conceptual framework to help researchers study different characteristics of sales
force control practices by introducing new concepts of usage and enforcement of control and
feedback tools. Ahearne et al. (2010) confirmed salesperson age/experience in a study focused
on seller perceptions of sales force control systems and new product introductions in the
pharmaceutical industry. Flaherty et al. (2007) referenced effects of individual, environmental,
and organizational factors on the effectiveness of control using salesperson age/experience as a
sales control system antecedent. Krafft (1999) also examined salesperson age/experience as an
antecedent as a salesperson variable.
Risk Aversion
Risk aversion was identified by Krafft (1999) in a study focused on summary hypothesis
regarding the impact of salesperson variables on the design of sales force control systems. Oliver
and Anderson (1994) used risk aversion in their study testing their previously developed
propositions about control system effects on salespeople. Echchakoui (2013) and Baldauf et al.
(2005) referenced studies that used risk aversion as a salesperson variable as antecedents for
sales control systems.
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Goal Congruence
Lapierre and Skelling (2005) used goal congruence in a study focused on the influence
exerted by sellers and sales leaders on sales force control system and high-tech industries.
Echchakoui (2013) discussed goal congruence in a study proposing a new model of sales force
control system consequences. Oliver and Anderson (1994) proposed testing propositions using
goal congruence as an antecedent for a sales control system.
Product Complexity Variables
Bello and Gilliland (1997) developed a model that examines both the contextual
antecedents and the performance consequences of control and flexibility on channel performance
by using product complexity as an antecedent. Santini et al. (2019) identified product complexity
in their study on qualitative synthesis of the control literature based on the top sales control
system theories to evaluate contradictory empirical findings. Echchakoui (2013) included
product complexity in a study focused on proposing a new model of sales force control system
consequences.
Task Characteristic Variables
Agarwal and Ramaswami (1993) included task characteristics as a variable in their study
focused on the control-employee response relationships that are moderated by the characteristics
of tasks. Stathakopoulos (1996) identified task characteristics in the study that focused on the
synthesis of theoretical approaches to sales control systems, researched the effect of control
mechanisms on critical output variables, and suggested a model of sales force control by
combining key constructs from alternative theories. Lapierre and Skelling (2005) referenced the
influence exerted by sellers and sales leaders on sales force control systems in high-tech
industries by using task characteristics as a variable. In the study proposing a new conceptual
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framework, Darmon and Martin (2011) included task characteristics as an antecedent. Other
studies also used task characteristics as an antecedent variable (Anderson & Oliver, 1987;
Echchakoui, 2013; Jaworski & MacInnis, 1989; Krafft, 1999; Ramaswami, 2002).
Chapter Summary
Much of the existing literature on the antecedents of sales control systems utilize theories
based on circumstances, structure, and other situational influences that affect the sales
organization in order to guide them in selecting the specific variables as antecedents. Although
several key theories and antecedents were identified in the literature for sales control systems, it
failed to fully explain the phenomenon as observed by the researcher.
Therefore, a potential gap exists in the existing literature relating to generalizable theories
usable by practitioner and researchers that explain specifically how an organization can
successfully implement a hybrid sales control system. A new stream of research needs to be
initiated to address the research question and to fill the gap to better serve practitioners. This
research requires a new theory to be discovered or developed to better reflect the phenomenon as
it is observed. These requirements warrant a grounded theory approach to produce a theory that
adequately addresses the research question and adds a second research question to this study:
What theory explains the barriers and enablers when implementing a hybrid sales control
system?
The literature includes data collection from both salespeople and sales leaders. However,
only one study sought to include both roles in the research. Understanding the problem from both
perspectives is crucial as both contribute and equally affect success or failure of a sales control
system. Additionally, almost half of the articles did not include data collection and the articles
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that did overwhelmingly used survey with only one research study interviewing practitioners.
Supporting the gap in the literature is the need for more qualitative research involving both sales
leaders and sales leaders, in order to extend the research into the area of sales control systems. A
qualitative research approach, based on interviews, can provide the needed insight better than
surveys as the interviewer is able to ask additional questions and get clarification that may not be
available when conducting surveys.
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CHAPTER THREE:
METHODOLOGY
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this research study was to understand the factors that aid and inhibit an
organization’s ability to implement a hybrid sales control system. Sales leaders need the right
information at the right time to better manage the entire selling effort. As explained in Chapter 1,
the researcher’s experience with managing salespeople and hybrid sales control systems provides
the greatest amount of information for sales managers because these systems include indicators
for predicting and actual revenue amounts. When organizations are struggling to generate sales, a
hybrid sales control system can offer the best insight into what is working and what is not
working. However, the goals of the seller and the goals of senior leadership may not always be
aligned (Anderson & Oliver, 1987). Therefore, it is of critical importance to understand the
insights, beliefs, and experiences of both sales leaders and salespeople involved in a successful
implementation. The researcher’s ultimate goal is to provide insightful research that enhances the
sales control system literature, but more importantly, provide guidance and support to
practitioners when implementing hybrid sales control systems.
Organization of the Chapter
This chapter begins with an overview of the problem from both an academic and
practitioner point-of-view. Next, the research question is presented with a detailed description of
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the research methodology used in this research including the five major sections: (1) purpose of
the study (2) design of the research, (3) collection of the data, (4) analysis of the collected data,
and (5) issues of trustworthiness.
Research Design
Research Questions
There are two research questions guiding this study.
R1: What are the barriers and enablers for sales leaders and salespeople to consider
when implementing a hybrid sales control system?
The initial research question addressed the need to understand what forces affected an
organization’s ability to implement a hybrid sales control system. The unit of analysis was
individual experience of senior sales leadership, as well as junior and senior salespeople. The
experiences of the different sales roles within an organization were critical to provide insight into
hybrid control systems and how to implement them. Collecting data from management was most
likely obvious as they were the group to drive the system and must ensure its installation,
operation, and evaluation. However less obvious, in order to provide a rigorous view of the
problem, the input from salespeople who will be guided and managed by the system was also
needed in order to understand and account for the entire phenomenon, and therefore answer the
research question. Salespeople have the potential to greatly impact the outcome of the
implementation since they can choose to willingly support, begrudgingly follow, secretly
sabotage, or even openly resist it.
R2: What theory explains the barriers and enablers when implementing a hybrid sales
control system?
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During the exploratory phase of the dissertation process, it became clear the second
research question would serve to advance this research. As alluded to in Chapter 2, the number
of theories used to describe sales control systems have been borrowed from other disciplines (do
not originate from the actual phenomenon), provide only a patchwork of explanations and
descriptions, and do not sufficiently match the phenomena as experienced by practitioners.
Hence, a ground theory approach allows for both the collection of responses from the most
appropriate sample frame to resolve R1, and a means of developing theory with the potential of a
better fit than current rival theories to resolve R2.
Overview of Methodology
The design of this study was qualitative in nature and used a grounded theory approach to
extend the current theories or develop/discover a new one that explains how practitioners can
implement a hybrid sales control system. This method was selected for two reasons. The first
was the limited nature of literature or theories available to explain the phenomenon of hybrid
sales control systems implementation. The second reason for selecting this approach was the
researcher’s experience in this area and understanding of the need to develop better guidance for
practitioners. According to Charmaz (2014), a grounded theory approach focuses on the studied
phenomenon, and produces data and analysis from the shared experiences of those closest to that
phenomenon. Using a theoretical sampling approach permitted better questions to be developed
over the course of the interviews since the data collection, coding, and analysis occurred
simultaneously.
The initial data collection came from interviews with sales leadership and salespeople.
The interviews utilized a semi-structured approach. The reasons for the interview format were:
•

This is the best method to use for single interviews (Bernard, 1988).
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•

This approach is easier for the researcher who was not highly experienced with
qualitative interviewing.

•

The researcher is familiar with the research area, so the questions developed are
relevant.

Qualitative Research as a Method
A qualitative approach was selected as the method of this research. Specifically, the study
was context-dependent, and therefore, conducted within the setting of the problem being studied
(Maxwell, 2013). The goal was to understand the interactions between the sales leaders and
salespeople and how their viewpoints compared and contrasted. The researcher selected
interviews to capture data so the participants could describe their viewpoints and the researcher
could clarify, if necessary.
Another reason that qualitative method was selected was because the research was
exploratory in nature, and not all of the variables of interest were known at the beginning. This
methodology enabled the researcher to add or remove components to the data collection as new
information was discovered (Merriam & Tisdell, 2015).
Grounded Theory Selection
Since the researcher used a systematic procedure and wanted to gain insight into
developing a theory for a specific phenomenon, a grounded theory approach was taken
(Creswell, 2003). The grounded theory approach was well suited for sales management research
as it was a social process (Strauss & Corbin, 1998) and captures data in the participant’s own
words and not from preconceived hypotheses (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). This method utilizes
theoretical sampling, or the process of simultaneous involvement in data collection and analysis
(Glaser & Strauss, 1967), which kept the researcher immersed in the process, so it was easier and
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faster to identify data trends (Charmaz, 2014). Also, the experience of the researcher within the
domain of sales management was critical in reducing the potential size of the sample before
reaching sampling saturation (Boddy, 2016; Glaser & Holton, 2007).
Sample Selection
Initial Strategy
The original sample purposely included senior sales executives, as well as junior and
senior salespeople from sales organizations because they were thought to provide the researcher
with the understanding of the problem (Creswell, 2003) and had experience with the
phenomenon (Corbin & Strauss, 2007). Initially, at least one person from each role was
interviewed from the same company. Selection was to utilize the snowball sampling method
(Patton, 2002), which identifies participants to interview from other interviewees that know these
subjects’ background and experiences and could provide valuable input for the researcher. The
intent was to use a dyadic sampling method (Morgan et al., 2013) to capture the experiences
from multiple subjects who operate at different levels within the same organization. The initial
plan was to interview at least one dyad (sales leader and salesperson) within a single industry
with the total of four sets of dyads.
The subjects to be interviewed included senior sales leadership with titles of Vice
President of Sales, Senior Vice President of Sales, Chief Sales Officer, and perhaps Director of
Sales or Sales leader if that person was the highest rank in the sales organization. The thought
process behind this level of management was that the interviewee had to consider strategy, as
well as execution.
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The next position the researcher intended to interview was that of a senior salesperson.
This position was defined as someone who has been in the same role of salesperson with the
same company for at least 12 months. Additionally, this person must be considered adept at
following the sales process. Sales results are not a consideration in the study.
The final position the researcher planned to interview was the junior salesperson. This
position was defined as a person who had at least 3 months of employment at the company. This
person should have some familiarity with the sales control system but still be relatively
inexperienced with it, to be able to provide insights into questions or uncertainty about its
function or benefit.
Revised Strategy
After conducting the initial five interviews, challenges with both the snowball and dyadic
methods became apparent. Interviewees did refer other potential participants. They initially
agreed, but then cancelled once they learned that the goal would be to interview other members
within their own sales organizations. The subjects who made the referrals were in the same
industry as the people they suggested the researcher contact. Concerns were raised that the
potential participant’s job could be in jeopardy if their superiors believed that they were sharing
company confidential information with a researcher who collected data from a competitor. They
did not have a concern if they were the only employees from their company to participate in the
study, but involving other team members, particularly if they worked for the participant, created
a perceived risk to their employment.
Additionally, after conducting the first five interviews, the researcher concluded that
there was no value in the dyadic relationship because the experiences captured were a collection
from the subject’s collected work experiences. There was no data collected or memos
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documented suggesting working in the same organization as other participants influenced the
experience. Based on these observations, the strategy for sampling selection was changed to
remove the dyadic requirement and include senior sales leaders and salespeople from any
company.
Selection Criteria
Participants had to meet the following conditions for inclusion in the study:
•

Participants had to be the senior sales leader or a salesperson in the sales
organization.

•

Participants must have been a minimum age of 18.

•

Participants must have been currently employed at a company using a hybrid sales
control system.

•

Participants must have had at least three months of experience working with the
company’s sales control system.

Participants were excluded from the study if:
•

Participants were under the age of 18.

•

Participants were not employed full-time in the sales department.

•

Participant’s company did not use a formal hybrid sales control system (the
company used either a pure behavior or pure outcome sales control system).

Participant Recruitment
This study consisted of soliciting senior sales executives and salespeople by email and
LinkedIn messaging to participate in a 30-45-minute interview to be conducted by telephone or
video call. The solicitation message is included in Appendix B. The participants were selected
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based on their title described in their profile. Individuals who responded were asked to
participate in the study. Interested parties were advised that the questions would be focused on
the causal conditions and strategies of implementing a hybrid sales control system. Those who
agreed to take part in the study were advised that participation was voluntary and that all
responses would be kept confidential. Dates for the interview were confirmed and the researcher
contacted the participants at the agreed upon date/time.
IRB Approval
The researcher received approval for the grounded theory research study from the
Institutional Review Board (IRB) at the University of South Florida. The protocol documents
required for approval for research are provided in Appendix C. The study was determined to be
exempt from IRB review. The exemption letter from the IRB is included in Appendix D.
Data Collection
Data Collection Method
Interviews were conducted until a saturation of data was achieved or new interviews do
not add any new insights or data points (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). In this study, six salespeople
and six sales leaders were interviewed. Most of the major categories began emerging after six
interviews with saturation occurring after 12 interviews.
Seven interviews were conducted one-on-one via video call and five completed over the
telephone. Once the participant joined the call, permission was asked if the meeting could be
recorded. The Otter.AI “app” was used on the researcher’s cell phone to record the conversation
and provide a transcription. A second audio-only recording device was also used as a backup.
The participants were provided an overview of the goals for the interview as well as a definition
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of key terms including “Sales Control System,” “Behavior Sales Control System,” Outcomebased Sales Control System,” and “Hybrid Sales Control System.” The overview provided is
described in Appendix E. The interviews were open-ended (Seidman, 2019), semi-structured in
nature (Rubin & Rubin, 2012 ) with a set number of prepared questions but the researcher
planned to ask follow-up questions as needed. Both salesperson and sales leader were asked
similar questions except when their input was needed to speak from only their point-of-view.
The researcher initially used “tour” questions (Rubin & Rubin, 2012, p. 116) with the
subjects to encourage them to talk about how they manage their salespeople or how they were
managed. This technique did not produce the intended result, as the subjects would begin to
describe their specific sales metrics, which was not part of the study. The researcher removed the
tour questions and began with the primary questions, which improved the thematic focu).
Creswell and Poth (2018) suggest an observational protocol be used for recording notes
and collecting data during the interviews. This procedure enabled the researcher to capture
thoughts and memos about the responses in the margins of the interview guide. Of specific
importance, were keywords or phrases used by the participant, which helped the researcher ask
follow-up questions later in the interview or return to a specific question if the participant made a
comment that contradicted an earlier statement.
Data Collection Instrument
The interviews included 13 questions with one question different for the sales leaders and
salespeople based on their specific perspective about the other role. The interview questions are
included in Appendix F. To prepare for the interviews, an interview guide was created. The
guide contained a specific sequence of questions (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015) to ensure the same
questions were asked of all participants.
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The questions were designed to inform the research and guide the researcher to the
information and understanding of the phenomenon without directly implicating the research
question (Maxwell, 2013). In order to capture the data from the participants, Rubin and Rubin
(2012) suggest questions are divided into three types: main, follow-up, and probe. Main
questions were used to ensure that the same questions were employed for accurate comparison to
other interviewee responses and analysis. This ensured that enough data was collected to answer
the research question. Follow-up questions were used to achieve thoroughness about a particular
response. Probing questions were used to get additional details or clarification from a participant.
These questions did not aim to clarify a participant’s response but encourage the person to
provide additional comments or reveal bias. The questions were also used as challenges to the
participant to be clear in what was being stated.
Analysis Methodology
Overview of Analysis Process
The researcher followed the methodology of grounded theory for this research. In
grounded theory, analysis begins at the moment of initial contact with the phenomenon and
continues until the new theory is developed (Bloomberg & Volpe, 2018). It involved two key
components: theoretical sampling and constant comparative analysis. Theoretical sampling
involves selecting the best groups to help the researcher form the best theory (Creswell & Poth,
2018). According to Strauss (1987), constant comparative analysis is the on-going analysis of
existing data, as well as to future data collected. It is the progressive development of knowledge
through a cycle of data, collected and analyzed, that occurs simultaneously and leads the
refinement of categories of information (Charmaz, 2014). These categories are then developed
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into a theoretical framework with the ultimate goal of creating a new theory or extend an existing
one (Charmaz, 2014).
Consistent with the grounded theory framework, the analysis entailed coding and memo
writing as simultaneous activities in the understanding of a phenomenon (Weston et al., 2001).
“Coding is the arrangement of data to make it part of a classification or category” (Saldana,
2016, p. 9). Open coding is the first step in the process. Segments of data from interviews are
examined and analyzed to give a short phrase (Corbin & Strauss, 2014). Axial coding follows
this initial coding, which further classifies the open codes into categories (Drucker et al., 2007).
Finally, selective coding assembles the categories then extracts the core components into a
narrative that results in the final theory.
Memo writing is the capturing of the researcher’s thoughts in regard to the process. This
journaling usually begins after coding begins (Charmaz, 2006). The intent is not to summarize
the data, rather the personal thoughts, questions, and insights in connection with the data. This
encourages the researcher to analyze each code, as well as the relationship between them
(Charmaz, 2014). These memos are reviewed during the coding process and contribute to the
selective coding process and ultimately theory development.
Research Process
The analysis of the study began after interviewing three sales leaders and two
salespeople. The transcripts of the interviews were printed, and the open coding was conducted
by hand. Each response from the participants was analyzed, and key elements or concepts
considered for coding were identified. A list of codes was then generated in a word processor
and printed for analysis. A new code was created for all codes that appeared to be similar in
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nature in order to make reoccurring concepts easier to identify. Codes that appeared to be unique
were kept as originally coded.
The transcripts were then loaded into the qualitative data analysis software called NVIVO
and the open codes were recreated in the software for further analysis. This also gave the
researcher additional opportunities to review all codes and make changes after reviewing them a
second time. The final seven interviews were then conducted and consisted of four sales leaders
and three salespeople. These were again coded by hand and then recreated in the NVIVO
software. After completing encoding the 12 interviews, the researcher determined that saturation
had been achieved so no additional interviews were conducted.
After the open coding process was completed, the researcher conducted the axial coding
process, which created a set of common related categories from the original open codes (Saldana,
2016). The goal of combining the codes was to develop an explanation of the phenomenon
(Grbich, 2013) and support the analysis by identifying patterns in the data (Bernard, 2011). The
research question sought to identify the barriers and enablers of implementing a hybrid sales
process. Since the researcher needed to understand the phenomenon from the perspectives of
both sales leaders and salespeople, the axial codes were segregated by each role. This enabled
the researcher to understand how these two viewpoints interacted to work towards developing
the selective code that represented a central or core category. This code “consists of all products
of analysis condensed into a few words that explain the research” (Straus & Corbin, 1998, p.
146). The goal was to generate a single code that became the foundation for developing a
theoretical model.
The researcher advanced the selective code into a theoretical model that would serve as a
basis for future research but also serve as a reference for practitioners when they wanted to solve
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the problem addressed by the research question. In order to do this, the researcher created three
constructs based on the axial and selective codes. These constructs were used in the model to
explain the components of the model in practical definitions. This model resulted in a proposed
theory that provided the elements of the problem that the research question addresses (Charmaz,
2014).
Issues of Trustworthiness
According to Lincoln and Guba (1985), there are quality criteria that apply to all
qualitative research to determine its trustworthiness. The first of these criteria is credibility,
which establishes that the findings presented by the researcher are believable. The researcher has
extensive knowledge regarding sales control systems. This introduced the possibility of bias
during the data analysis. To address this issue, the researcher delayed coding and memos for at
least two weeks following the interviews to ensure minimal recollection of the conversations and
interactions with the participants. Additionally, the notes made during the interviews were kept
separate from the transcripts, and not used for memoing until after all coding was complete.
The second quality criteria component is transferability, which is the degree to which the
findings were transferred to other settings with other participants. The researcher sought to
provide a detailed description of the research process, context in which it was conducted and the
assumptions that were central to the study. The goal was to enable the reader to form their own
thoughts and attitudes about the quality of the study and the accuracy of the researcher’s
analysis.
The next component of the criteria is dependability, which implies that the research was
described clearly with transparency so the reader can easily trace the process from initial
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development through the reporting of findings. To meet this requirement, the researcher
documented the process in a transparent and traceable format of data collection and analysis. The
methodology chapter includes this information.
The final quality criteria facet is confirmability. This is related to objectivity in the study
so that the results should be grounded in the data and not an interpretation by the investigator.
The researcher ensured that the data were verified consistently throughout the study to include
only what was provided by the participant.
Ethical Considerations
The researcher met all university requirements of the Collaborative Institutional Training
Initiative (CITI). The following modules of the Human Subjects Research (HSR) curriculum
were completed: Social and Behavioral Responsible Conduct of Research and Social/Behavioral
Investigators and Key Personnel. The training certificate is provided in Appendix G. The training
was intended to educate researchers involved in studies with human subjects. In a separate effort
to comply with all ethical considerations for this study, the researcher met all University of South
Florida Institutional Review Board (IRB) policies and procedures for this study. The application
documents and exemption are located in Appendices B, C, and D.
Chapter Summary
The goals of this study were to explore the phenomenon of the barriers and enablers of
implementing a hybrid sales control system, and search for a more informative theory. Provided
in this chapter is the details of the qualitative study using the grounded theory methodology in
order to develop a new theory. The sample consisted of senior sales leaders and salespeople. The
data was collected using semi-structured interviews conducted via telephone and video
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conference calls. The coding was conducted in three phases: open, axial, and selective.
Combining those results with the researcher’s memos resulted in a new theory. The results
should be useful for practitioners, as well as researchers in the sales domain.
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CHAPTER FOUR:
DATA ANALYSIS
Chapter Overview
The purpose of this chapter is to present the findings of this study. This includes a
detailed presentation of the data and how it was analyzed. The chapter describes the theory
developed from this study and how it emerged. The first section presents a brief overview of the
research including the goals of the research, the research questions, and qualitative research
method used. The second section gives a synopsis of the study participants including selection
criteria and a brief description of them. The study then describes the coding and processes, and
analysis beginning with the open coding of the data and results. Next, the axial coding process is
described and includes specific definitions of the codes, how they were selected, and the down
selection process to ensure the most relevant data was considered. This section concludes with
the selective coding and the resulting themes. The final section provides the theory development
process, the developed model, the proposed theory, and how it answers the research question.
Review of the Study
The purpose of this study was to develop a theory to guide researchers and practitioners,
specifically sales leaders and salespeople, on how to ensure a hybrid sales control process was
successfully implemented. The researcher created this study due to a gap in the academic
literature as identified in Chapter 2. Additionally, the researcher saw a lack of guidance when
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working with sales organizations to improve revenue production. There was little applicable
theory that explained the phenomenon experienced by the researcher in practice that was usable
to both these groups.
Guiding this study were the research questions:
R1: What are the barriers and enablers for sales leaders and salespeople to consider
when implementing a hybrid sales control system?
R2: What theory explains the barriers and enablers when implementing a hybrid sales
control system?
Grounded theory was used to address the research questions. According to Strauss and
Corbin (1994), grounded theory assists researchers trying to develop a new theory by focusing
on “patterns of action and interaction rather than individual actors” (p. 276). Using a theoretical
sampling approach permitted better questions to be developed over the course of the interviews
since the data collection, coding, and analysis were occurring simultaneously.
Overview of Participants
The participants selected for this study were sales leaders and salespeople at companies
in the U.S. with direct experience with hybrid sales process control systems. The selection
process was based on purposeful sampling where the participants were deliberately selected
(Patton, 2002). Random sampling was not appropriate for this study because a small number of
interviews needed for saturation could increase the likelihood of substantial chance variation in
the samples (Morgan et al., 2008). Additionally, the deliberate selection of certain types of
participants increased the confidence that the responses adequately represented the typical
population member (Maxwell, 2013). Finally, Creswell (2003) states that purposeful sample
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selection can be used in research to highlight differences between individuals, which was an
important element of the exploration.
Participant Descriptions
There were six sales leaders and six salespeople involved in this study. A summary of the
descriptions of the participants is provided in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1. Participant Characteristics
Interview
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Role
Sales Leader
Salesperson
Salesperson
Salesperson
Salesperson
Sales Leader
Sales Leader
Sales Leader
Salesperson
Salesperson
Sales Leader
Sales Leader

Years of
Sales
Experience

Years of Sales
Management
Experience

12 Years
7 Years
20 Years
20 Years
8 Years
6 Years
5 Years
10 Years
2 Years
5 Years
7 Years
6 Years

25 Years

5 Years
14 Years
16 Years
3 Years

20 Years
15 Years

Industry

Ave Length
of Sales
Cycle

Ave
Order
Size

Audio/Visual Integration
Audio/Visual Integration
Audio/Visual Integration
Tele-Health
Food Delivery
Tele-Communications
Tele-Health
Web Development
Recruiting
CRM
Defense Contracting
Mortgage s

9 Months
9 Months
9 Months
15 Months
1 Week
12 Months
15 Months
1-2 Months
1-6 Months
1-2 Months
12-36 Months
3-6 Months

$70K
$70K
$70K
$500K
$5K
$30k
$500K
$9K
$10K
$50K
$50M
$330K

The data in Table 4.1 indicate where dyadic sampling was initially used then halted after
the researcher determined it was not beneficial for the study and actually caused participants to
drop out of the study. Also, all sales leaders had some form of selling experience, which was
expected. However, one participant who was a salesperson did manage salespeople for several
years. This was the only participant who identified as a sales leader but who also had sales
management experience.
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Data Analysis
The analysis in the study began during the initial interview. As the researcher asked
questions, notes were made, and keywords and phrases provided by the participant were jotted
down. Following the interviews, these “memos” were expanded on as the researcher reviewed
them, and patterns emerged as part of the constant comparison method, which is a fundamental
part of ground theory (Charmaz, 2014). The memos reflected some specific aspects to individual
interviews but also capture the researcher’s insights or observations aggregated over a series of
interviews. Table 4.2 includes excerpts from memos written during the research study.
Table 4.2. Excerpts from Memo Writing
The sales rep wanted management to show how behavioral measurement leads to results. They wanted
value from the process and wanted it formally defined as to what they get for providing the data. They
didn’t want to be told that they must hit behavior metrics despite their sales performance.
Sales rep wanted support from management. He didn’t want management to require him to follow a
process, but provide the resources and support needed to execute it.
Multiple salespeople seemed to see the benefit of behavior metrics and why the metrics were important.
But then something happened, and the measurement became a compliance mechanism that the
salespeople had to follow. This shift from support mechanism to inhibitor happened when the sellers
didn’t get what they need from the manager. Specifically:
1) Managers had to be consistent with what they said they were going to do. This included
consistent meetings with the rep one-on-one and consistent actions based on behavior
2) Seller wanted to be permitted to contribute to the design of the behavior metrics and not have
them dictated-especially when the company was national and different regional markets might have
required the seller to use different approaches
3) Sales rep says he wanted a committed plan-a process that he and the manager both agreed on but
when the manager consistently failed to do what was promised, there seemed to be a shift of
seller’s perceptions from selling as a team effort to it strictly being the salesperson’s responsibility.
This seemed to isolate the seller and made him feel like there was a conflict between him and his
manager
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Table 4.2. (Continued)
Manager wanted the behavior process to protect the interests of the sales rep. But she also wanted proof
that the rep was doing the work.
Manager said she needed leading indicators that behavioral sales control systems provide. But also
wanted the rep to see the value in measuring the behavior that ultimately led to sales.
I thought the managers would have been lenient on behavior metrics for sales reps that were hitting
their goal and more stringent in enforcement for those that were not. However, several of the managers
stated they would not back down the requirements of behavior metrics regardless of sales results for
two reasons:
1) They knew that consistent behavior was important and so activity today would yield sales
tomorrow
2) They wanted the rep to appreciate the value of the metrics and didn’t want the rep’s success
preventing them from doing the work that builds the pipeline-especially when large accounts were
involved. If a rep’s results came substantially from one customer and that customer was lost, the
rep may not recover unless he/she had been doing the behavior and building a pipeline of prospects
to replace the big account.
Sales leaders generally wanted the reps to see the value in behavior metrics and only wanted to
measure that matters. If there was conflict or agency between the two roles in terms of behavior
metrics, it wasn’t inherent but caused by something else.
Both sales reps and managers thought that standard process was a good idea for new reps to establish
the habits and set the precedent for required activity.
A lot of sales processes seemed to be either based on inertia (“the way it’s always been”) or dictated by
senior leadership without regards to input from the seller.
Sales processes seemed to change with a change of leadership-new managers meant new processes.
If both seller and manager agreed to measurement and consistently delivered on the promised activities
(selling and prospecting activities for the rep and regular meetings and next-step planning for the
manager), following the plan had to be simple for both or they would both fail.
There was an undertone on behalf of several sales leaders to have their authority recognized by the
salespeople. This made sense, as there could not be true equality between employer and employee. This
authority, whether implied or stated directly, must be represented in the output of this study or else
there probably won’t be any way to develop a methodology that meets the needs of both sales leader
and salesperson that would work in practice.

Open Coding
The open coding effort was the researcher’s first step in searching for patterns in the data
(Bernard, 2011). The researcher used a conceptual coding scheme for this first cycle method of
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data analysis. Conceptual coding assigns a concept word or short phrase that represents a
suggested meaning of large section of text that is more extensive than a single idea or action that
suggests an idea rather than an observable behavior (Saldana, 2016). A total of 76 open codes
were identified from the interviews. The codes ranged from the agreement of sales process
between both salespeople and sales leaders to the considerations for implementing it. Appendix
H lists the results of the open coding along with a short definition.
Axial Coding
As the interviews continued and concepts began to appear using constant comparison, the
researcher began to identify core phenomenon that linked several open codes together. Grouping
these codes into a set of major categories is referred to as axial coding (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
The process looks to identify the factors that cause the core phenomenon, actions taken because
of it, other situational influences that affect it and outcomes because of it (Bloomberg & Volpe,
2012). Axial codes were developed for both the salesperson and sales leader to identify the core
phenomenon from both points of view. To create the categories, the researcher first identified
codes that looked similar. Several iterations were made looking for relationships between codes
that would represent a comprehensive category. Some of the categories were clear-cut, while
others overlapped with additional concepts and did not warrant a separate category. The result
was 11 management axial code categories and 12 salesperson axial code categories. Appendix H
lists the axial codes for the sales leader, and Appendix I lists the axial codes for the salespeople.
Bernard (2011) states that analysis is “the search for patterns in data and for ideas that
help explain why those patterns are there in the first place” (p. 338). According to Morse (2007),
only the most relevant portions of the total data related to the study should be examined, and that
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up to two-thirds of the data can be eliminated for the remainder for analysis. Harding (2013)
states that three-fourths of the total participants should share a common code to be considered for
a category. Additionally, Lichtman (2012) suggests that a study “have 80-100 different codes
that you then organize into 15 to 20 categories and subcategories. These categories can then be
organized into five to seven concepts (p. 248). Table 4.3 lists the axial codes by sales leader and
salespeople, and the percent of participants (interviews) that include it to identify commonality
among the codes.

Table 4.3. Commonality Among Axial Codes
Axial Code
Management-Axial-Alignment on Process
Management-Axial-Selection of Process
Management-Axial-Formal Defined Process
Management-Axial-Reinforcement
Management-Axial-Proof that Process Works
Management-Axial-Capture only what is useful
Management-Axial-Management Style
Management-Axial-Seller Professionalism
Management-Axial-Effective tools are critical
Management-Axial-Required Resources
Management-Axial-Senior Leadership
Seller-Axial-Alignment on Process
Seller-Axial-Formal Defined Process
Seller-Axial-Reinforcement
Seller-Axial-Selection of Process
Seller-Axial-Capture only what is useful
Seller-Axial-Management Style
Seller-Axial-Seller Professionalism
Seller-Axial-Effective tools are critical
Seller-Axial-Proof that the Process Works
Top sellers conform to plan at some level
Seller-Axial-Implementation Strategy
Seller-Axial-Required Resources
Lack of Corporate Mandates
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Files
6
6
5
4
4
4
3
2
2
1
1
6
5
5
5
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
1
1

Files to Total (%)
100%
100%
83%
67%
67%
67%
50%
33%
33%
17%
17%
100%
83%
83%
83%
67%
50%
50%
50%
33%
33%
33%
17%
17%

Using the guidance provided by Harding (2013), that three-fourths of the participants
should share a common code for consideration for analysis, provided for three axial codes for
sales leaders and four for salespeople. The challenge for the researcher was the overlap in axial
codes between the two types of participants. Four of the codes overlapped both sales leader and
salespeople bringing the total unique count of axial codes to only four. Additionally, when
reviewing the memos made during the study, the research did not feel there were sufficient codes
to address the research question or causality for the phenomenon. Therefore, the researcher
lowered the threshold for consideration to two-thirds. This increased the number of total unique
categories to six, which aligns with Lichtman’s five to seven central concept. Table 4.4 indicates
the axial code categories selected for analysis.

Table 4.4. Axial Code Categories Selected for Analysis
Sales leader Only Axial Code
Proof that Process Works

Sales leader and Salespeople Axial Codes
Formal Defined Process
Alignment on Process
Selection of Process
Capture only what is useful
Axial-Reinforcement

Axial Code Categories
Alignment on Process
In this study, the axial code called alignment on process was used to describe comments
made by the sales leader and the salesperson that they must both agree on the sales process as it
pertained to following behavior or leading metrics. A sales leader participant explained that it’s
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important that the sales rep know why those metrics are required and that in the leader’s
experience, once he or she understands why the metrics are there, they usually agree to them:
I'm looking to get their buy-in. And typically, I can get buy-in. When I can explain the
why behind an ask. And sometimes it's strictly for the benefit of the firm and not the
benefit of the, what we call agency, you know the salesperson, right, but they understand
that I have certain requirements that I have certain. And I have certain require certain
requirements and tasks that I have to meet and is part of the job. And, so, their
expectation is to follow through, but this is how it affects them whether it's in the long
term or the short term from a much broader scale. Once they understand the “why,” and I
can get the buy-in of even the most. I can get the buy-in of the most successful
salesperson. I usually get the cooperation of the others.
Most of the salespeople's comments tended to support the sales leader’s viewpoint when
they discussed accepting the metrics when the benefit to the rep is provided and justified. The
salespeople further suggested that if no justification or proof of value was provided, the rep’s
resistance increased. A salesperson explained that requiring metrics that don’t lead to actual sales
made the rep feel micromanaged. Regardless, there was agreement when there was a sense that
the metrics actually contributed to sales:
…and then you flip to the other side, and you start tracking number of calls, tracking
number of communications and things like that and then they just feel like they're being
micromanaged. So, where I'm at now I feel like we've got a good. Happy mix of what
actually moves the needle. But I think it's a struggle for most companies to figure out
what is actually moving the needle.
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Selection of Process
Different from alignment on sales process, which focused on the senior sales leadership
and the salespeople agreeing on it, the axial code, selection of the sales process, concentrated on
how the process was originally selected. Therefore, in this study, selection of the process referred
to exactly how current processes were selected specifically focusing on the chain of command
that was involved in selecting it. This was very important because it indicated how future
processes or variations on the current process would most likely be applied within the sales
organization. All senior sales leader participants in this study stated that there was definitely a
logical thought process or reason for the specific sales process that they used. Some sales leaders
spoke about the market or the sales cycle dictating the process used. Others mentioned different
factors such as organizational structure, heritage, or industry experts.
One sales leader explained that the type of customers or specifically the buying process
of the customer base dictated the process. If all customers in a particular market bought the same
way, then the selling organization had to structure their process to meet the requirements set
forth by the market:
Well, it basically revolves around the business acquisition process, the five steps. Long
pursuit knows for sure. And no bid and price parents and then finally negotiation. So, the
process was really to identify and qualify. And that was the most difficult part. First of
all, we pretty much knew who our customers were in this Defense Department at
_______, and that was either the Army, Air Force, Marines Special Ops. Maybe. And
what did they need.
The comments made by all the salespeople participants also reflected a definite intent
behind the sales process used. However, their comments indicated that the sales process was
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provided top-down either directly from the sales leadership or indirectly through the culture or
heritage of the company. One salesperson said that it was the owner who determines the sales
process based on past failures and successes the owner’s experience at other companies. The
senior leadership took that system and implemented into the company: “I know ________ who's
our founder, kind of set that up after a couple of failed startups, and then I think now he has three
or four successful businesses that he runs.”
Formal Defined Process
The axial code called formal defined process was used to describe comments from the
sales leadership and salespeople about the benefits of officially recognizing and standardizing on
a sales process across the company. Comments from the sales leaders were about the benefits of
cost saving, training, and focusing the seller’s efforts to developing the best solutions. Citing the
benefits of establishing a common foundation, one sales leader talked about formal process as a
way to establish a baseline for all salespeople and ensure everyone receives the training needed
to sell successfully:
They all had to have had some sort of sales experience, then, yes, you're setting the bar at
an even scale. And you're teaching them the same way, you're teaching them the same
process, you know you're giving them a foundation with which to work from. They can
then as they grow, finesse that style to their own, but you're giving them those basics,
you're giving them the education that they need in order to sell the product. That's
probably the easiest part. This is what our product is this is its benefits and its features.
This is where it can help this demographic of people that demographic of people. That's
all very standardized with putting them through the same process. Now let's talk about
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how to make that first prospecting call, how do you leave a message what should that
message say everything in that regard is standardized.
Most of the comments by the salespeople also focused on the benefits of alignment across
the organization not only for multiple sales offices, but also post-sales activities. One salesperson
spoke about the benefits of process improvement through regularly updating and sharing best
practices. One salesperson talked about the benefits of a formal defined process within an
enterprise especially when working with multiple office locations: “Having some structure to do
what we do every day and how branches operate especially when you're working in between
branches makes things a lot easier.”
Reinforcement
Reinforcement as an axial code explains the consistent measurement of activity as well as
engagement between the salesperson and the sales leader to ensure the process is being followed
in order to help the salesperson sell more. The sales leader participants in this study spoke about
how reinforcement ensures consistency of activity, strategy, and results. A sales leader explained
how reinforcement provides feedback as to if the seller is doing an activity enough to get good at
it:
I'm also able to inspect what I expect because if I take somebody out on a sales call, or I
sit down and I talk to them about a particular client, my expectation is that they can
converse with me with ease on that activity. They're not stumbling and fumbling to
figure out was I supposed to do this first or that first right. In other words, they built a
process to going out and visiting realtors. They can then tell me exactly what they said,
how they handled objections and the ease with which they are able to do that lets me
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know whether or not they're really doing the activity with the amount of frequency that I
expect because the only way to get better is to continue to do it with frequency.
Most of the salespeople talked about the need for companies to consistently reinforce,
emphasizing how reinforcement can help them while a lack of reinforcement can actually hurt
their results. One salesperson talked about how companies must use process reinforcement
especially when ensuring resources, such as customer relationship management systems, are
purchased to help sales are actually used. However, the participant commented that the company
should be flexible in their reinforcement and not always resort to heavy-handed approaches:
The process comes with a stick. Understanding that if you set something in place or you
purchase a CRM or you do something that is an investment on the company's part it
needs to be used. And if folks aren't using it or using it right there needs to be
accountability but having a bit of a soft handed approach maybe like a carrot versus a
stick when you're trying to get people to do something. I have been at companies in the
past that have taken more of the stick approach. Beating you over the head with it or not
going to give you a bonus or your whatever you have to meet these metrics and it's very,
very rigid. It's important to have process, but it's also important to be flexible in those
processes and it's a hard balance because you give somebody an inch, they kind of take a
mile. If you say you don't really have to meet this metric, but you should, then some
portion of the people are going to meet it some portion of the people are not and what do
you do about those people that aren't.
Capture Only What Is Useful
The axial code named “capturing what’s useful,” described the need for metrics to
directly indicate revenue production and not be required simply for the sake of measurement.
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During the interview process, it became clear that both sales leaders and salespeople agreed in
the value of capturing only the metrics that could directly forecast or actually lead to sales. Using
examples of what she actually looks at in terms of metrics, one sales leader describes how
measuring what matters can grow the business:
I'm looking at how many times he's gone out and visited a ______, how many times he's
gone out and visited a ________, those activities that can help you prospect clients. I'm
looking at how many times he might do a __________ seminar. So what activities are
you doing to pull out those leads. It could be varied and it's not just phone calls. It could
be mailers it could be direct advertising, it could be using your CRM, which is your client
relationship management tool. So, you can reach out to them and different at different
times of the year for different occasions that can hopefully spur business.
Speaking about the value of measuring what’s important, a salesperson said: “The first
thing that's more helpful than others is how many new opportunities are being created. Because,
who cares about the number of phone calls made who cares about the number of emails sent out.
Proof The Process Works
In this study, the axial code “proof that the process works,” referred to the sales leader
striving to ensure that the sales rep understood that following the process would lead to sales.
During the interview process, it became obvious that all sales leaders clearly saw the value of
proving the process. One sales leader gave specific metrics while another strove to talk about
how she worked to make sure they understand. Another sales leader made it clear that without
the process, there can be no sales. Only the sales leadership participants had a response count
high enough to be included in this section. Speaking directly about a process, a sales leader
indicated the metrics used to show that a process works:
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So, once you identify the candidates. Then you think about what we call “time blocking,”
specific times that you will call, and then setting goals for those time blocks. It could be
that I'm going to continue to call until I get a “yes” or it could be that I'm going to make
X amount of calls in X amount of time, 50 calls an hour, whatever it may be. I won't stop
calling until I get it right and it's understanding that you need a certain number of at bats,
so that you can get to a customer so it's not just about selling the product and getting a
“yes” on the product, but it's being able to get the person on the phone.
Referring to inputs that lead towards outputs and that there’s no way to avoid doing the
work, a sales leader said: “There's no way around x, at the end of the day, what you put in is
what we're going to get out. The activity matters. If we're not following up if we're not doing the
right things, if the right things aren't being done then generally bad things happen.”
Selective Coding
Selective coding was described by Saldana (2016) as producing a code or core category
that “covers and accounts for all other codes thus far in grounded theory analysis” (p. 250).
Corbin and Strauss (2014) state that categories and codes become integrated around the central
or code category that can explain the phenomenon theoretically. Based on the codes generated by
the interviews, and memos made by the researcher, the common thread of the axial codes was
determined by the researcher to be “alignment” between the salespeople and the senior sales
leader. Alignment, as the selective code, explained the end goal of both roles- the successful
closing of sales opportunities. However, as it related to implementing a hybrid sales control
system, alignment best described the “desired state” for each of the axial codes. Figure 4.1
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presents a visual representation of the selective code structure also referred to as the axial coding
paradigm (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 85).

Figure 4.1. Axial Code Paradigm
Relating Axial Codes to The Selective Code
According to Charmaz (2014), selective coding conceptualizes how the axial codes are
connected and move the analysis in a direction of theoretical development. Understanding the
relationship between the axial codes and the selective code shows how the researcher integrated
them in the process of developing the theoretical model. Below are the definitions of how each
axial code relates to the selective code.
Alignment on Process and Alignment
The axial code “alignment on process” was used to describe how the sales leader and
salesperson must agree that the process will be followed. This agreement ensured that both roles
supported the means to achieve a common goal. Alignment as a selective code captured this
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concept completely because it explained how both roles had to see eye to eye on the plan they
would follow and enforce to achieve sales output.
Formal Defined Process and Alignment
“Formal defined process” as an axial code, explained how both sales leader and
salesperson participants had to formally recognize and standardize on the sales process across the
entire company. The selective code called “alignment” encapsulated this because it referred to
the agreement that the same methodology would be used to measure progress regardless of role.
Selection of Process and Alignment
The axial code referred to as “selection of process” included the different methods used
to determine the process used within a sales organization. This referred to the authority given to
the sales leadership to choose the process and the salesperson’s obligation to follow it.
“Alignment” as a selective code denoted this recognition of the chain of command by both roles.
Reinforcement of Alignment
The “reinforcement” axial code indicated the need for consistent engagement between
sales leader and salesperson to maintain accountability. The seller needed to be reassured of the
metrics to provide motivation to continue to maintain the effort. The sales leader had to commit
to meeting with the rep on a regular basis to show support for the process. The selective code of
“alignment” suggested that this consistent attention by both roles ensured that both roles
demonstrated commitment to each other.
Capture Only What Is Useful and Alignment
The axial code called “capture only what is useful” supported the idea that metrics used
to measure seller effectiveness should directly influence sales output. Both sales leaders and
salespeople stated this requirement in their responses to the interview questions. “Alignment” as
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a selective code portrays this idea that neither role wants to expend effort nor resources on data
collection or measurement that doesn’t help win deals.
Proof the Process Works and Alignment
The axial code called “proof the process works” described the value of proving the value
of the sales process to the salesperson. Salespeople who saw proof of the benefits of the process
for themselves were more likely to initially accept and continue to follow it. “Alignment” as a
selective code captured this concept because mutual agreement is achieved when both sides
accept that the process works.
Synthesis of the Data into the Grounded Theory Model
The flow from data structures to building a theoretical model was critical for representing
the participants’ experience in theoretical terms (Gioia et al., 2013). The grounded theory coding
and “memoing” process for this qualitative study provided the foundation for generating a model
based on the data collected in this study. The data analysis indicated that a hybrid sales control
system required six critical categories (axial codes) that were connected by a centralized
selective code. These codes and categories could have directly led to the development of a
theoretical model. However, the researcher believed that creating a model with seven different
inputs was not conducive to producing something that would translate easily and straightforward
into practice. In addition, the central code of alignment was used to develop a story to describe
the relationship of the codes (Creswell & Poth, 2018) but was not specific enough to be
highlighted in the model. The code was too general and open for interpretation, so rather than use
it in the model, the researcher used it to emerge constructs that better explained the required
elements of the model. Therefore, the researcher developed three constructs based on the axial
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and selective codes for development of a theoretical model and ultimately a theory useful for
both research and practice.
Construct 1: Mutual Agreement of Process Structure Based on Value
The first construct is mutual agreement of process structure, based on value, and included
the axial codes: alignment on process, capture only what is useful, proof the process works, and
the selection of the process. Combined with the selective code of alignment, it represented the
idea that the sales leader and salesperson agreed on the process characteristics, why those
specific characteristics existed, and why both roles will receive value by using it.
Construct 2: Formal Expectations Defined and Made Clear
The second construct, formal expectations defined and made clear, included the
alignment of the sales leaders’ and salespeople’s understanding of the formal sales process
requirements. Specifically, the expectations were to be documented and easily understood with
the goal to eliminate any confusion or misunderstanding of the metrics or methods used to
capture information and successfully win business.
Construct 3: Consistent Engagement and Collaboration
The final construct, consistent engagement and collaboration, consisted of the alignment
of both roles in understanding the need to regularly meet and ensure that the plan was being
followed. The goal was to focus on the execution of the process. Specifically, it was to ensure
that the sales leader committed to verifying that the salespeople were following the process and
that the sellers would have regular opportunity to receive feedback, ask questions, or request
assistance. Table 4.5 indicates how the axial codes align to the constructs.
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Table 4.5. Axial Codes to Construct Mapping
Axial Codes
Alignment on Process
Capture What Is Useful
Proof Process Works
Selection of Process
Reinforcement
Formal Defined Process

Theoretical Model Constructs
Mutual Agreement of Process Structure Based on
Value
Consistent Engagement and Collaboration
Formal Expectations Defined and Made Clear

Theoretical Model
The grounded theory model in Figure 4.2 shows the interaction of the themes that were
outlined in this chapter. This model illustrated the key relationships among the emergent themes
from this study and was based on sales leader and salesperson perceptions of alignment in the
successful implementation of a hybrid sales control system. The model did not have a priori
sequence to arrive at the ideal state but included all three constructs that were needed to occur
simultaneously. This overlap of themes indicated the ideal state needed to enable the
implementation of a hybrid sales control system within a sales organization.
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Figure 4.2. Theoretical Model
Chapter Summary
In this chapter, details on the participants, the collected data, and the resulting theory
were provided. A total of 76 open codes were created based on 12 interviews of six sales leaders
and six salespeople. These codes were used to create 11 axial codes for the sales leaders and 12
for the salespeople. These were reduced to a total of six by only using the axial codes that were
mentioned in at least 67% of the interviews. From these, a single selective code of alignment was
determined to be central to the data. Next, three constructs were created to support a theoretical
model that was designed to be usable by practitioners.
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CHAPTER FIVE:
DISCUSSION
Chapter Overview
Provided in this chapter is the conclusion to this dissertation research study, which
introduces the theory of legitimacy-based reciprocity based on the theoretical model developed
in the previous chapter, to answer the research question of what the barriers and enablers of are
implementing a hybrid sales control system. Next, is a discussion of rival theories and how the
results of the research address the research question followed by a discussion of how the results
of this study extend the current literature, as well as recommendations for future research.
Finally, an examination of how the study’s results can be utilized in practice is offered.
Proposed Theory
A theory was proposed as a result of the data collected and analyzed in this study, to
describe the interaction of all three constructs. The theory was called the theory of legitimacybased reciprocity. According to Bhattachererjee (2012), “theories should be able to explain why
things happen, rather than just describe or predict” (p. 25). Sales organizations wanting to know
why a hybrid sales control system was implemented successfully could use this theory to provide
an understanding.
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Legitimacy Defined
Legitimacy has several definitions. Weber and Weber (1997) stated, “The basis of every
system of authority, and correspondingly of every kind of willingness to obey, is a belief, a belief
by virtue of which persons exercising authority are lent prestige” (p. 381). According to Stillman
(1974), “Legitimacy is the compatibility of the results of governmental output with the value
patterns of the relevant systems, that is, those affected by these results” (p. 42). Suchman
considered that “Legitimacy is a generalized perception or assumption that the actions of an
entity are desirable, proper, or appropriate within some socially constructed system of norms,
values, beliefs, and definitions” (1995, p. 574). In his book, The Legitimation of Power, David
Beetham (2013) stated, “Where power is acquired and excised according to justifiable rules, and
with evidence of consent, we call it rightful or legitimate” (p. 3). Beetham (2013) also described
that power is legitimate when it:
•

Conforms to established rules.

•

The rules are justified by both those in power and those who must obey.

•

The subordinate consents and recognizes the power.

A more practitioner-focused definition was provided by Malcom Gladwell in his book,
David and Goliath. Gladwell (2013) explains that the principle of legitimacy is based on three
things. First, the people who are asked to obey authority must feel like they have a voice and if
they speak up, they will be heard. Second, the law has to be predictable so there is reasonable
expectation that the rules tomorrow will be the same as they are today. Third, the authority must
treat everyone fairly (p. 208).
The researcher’s concept of legitimacy was shaped using these definitions. For the theory
proposed within this dissertation, the researcher applied legitimacy as:
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•

A power structure based on consent existed in an organization and that there were
those who ultimately selected policy and those that had to agree to follow it.

•

Subordinates had to be permitted to help craft the policy and saw value in its
existence and enforcement through proof that it directly affected their sales
results.

•

Those in power were required to actively participate in the policy measurement
with the subordinate to validate its existence and demonstrate commitment to it.

Reciprocity Defined
Reciprocity is defined as a kind or unkind treatment and a behavioral reaction to that
treatment (Falk & Fischbacher, 2006). According to Molm (2010), reciprocity was structured
and variable across different forms of exchange, that these variations in the structure of
reciprocity had profound effects on the emergence of integrative bonds of trust and solidarity,
and that these effects were explained and mediated by a set of risk- and conflict-based processes.
The researcher used these definitions to apply reciprocity in this study as common respect
between sales leaders and sales leaders demonstrated and reinforced through the continual
mutual participation and execution of policies. Combined, the theory explains the necessary
components of a hybrid sales control system to maximize the enablement of its implementation.
Figure 5.1 shows the theory as it is applied to the theoretical model.
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Figure 5.1. Theory of Legitimacy-based Reciprocity

Rival Theories
Justice Theory
Justice theory is based on two principles. The first principle states that every person has
the same liberties as everyone else. The second principle states that for inequalities, those who
are the least advantaged should have the biggest benefit and access to the benefits of "offices and
positions" under all conditions of fair equality (Cohen, 1987). The theory, when applied in a
business environment, states that people want fairness, which can contribute to a culture of trust.
This is especially true for employees in organizations that are normally run by a top-down
approach, where every level of management is treat differently.
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This theory applies to this study in that it addresses two of the three constructs of the
theoretical model. It supports the construct that there should be mutual agreement of the process
based on value, since fairness requires both seller and sales leader to agree on the sales process
selected and used to measure progress. It also supports the construct of formal expectations
defined and made clear since both roles must clearly understand how the measurements will be
made.
The theory falls short in addressing the third construct of consistent collaboration and
engagement. Justice theory has a central tenant which states that there must be some type of
equilibrium between parties. However, in a business situation, equilibrium between sales leader
and salesperson is less important than the two roles having a mutual understanding. This enables
the sales leader to dictate what type of sales process needs to be accomplished in order to achieve
organizational objectives, though the salesperson may resist it. Ultimately, the two roles need
alignment rather than equilibrium. Justice theory does a great job of explaining some of the
underlying needs of both the sales leader and the salesperson, but it doesn’t go far enough to
explain the required relationship between the two parties.
Systems Theory
Systems theory states that an organization is actually a system composed of various
subsystems that interact with each other, are affected by the environment, and must work
together to be successful (Hammond, 2010). This theory supports the theoretical model with the
construct of mutual agreement based on value. The theory focuses on synergy or different parts
of the system working together. The theory addresses the alignment aspect of the research. It also
supports the model with the construct of collaboration again with the focus on different parts of
the system working together. The theory does not completely address the model in terms of
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defining exactly what has to be done. Specifically, talking about defining a process and ensuring
that the formal expectations are defined and made clear; however, this is never explicitly stated
in the model and as a result would not support a complete answer to the research question in this
study.
Goal Theory
This theory states that the source of motivation is the desire and intent to reach a goal;
therefore, there are conditions that must be met. The first is that an individual must accept the
goal and be committed to achieving it. The second is the goal must be specific and measurable.
The third is that the goal must be difficult to achieve but actually be attainable. In the last is that
feedback is provided on the progress (Locke & Latham, 2002).
This theory supports all three constructs of the theoretical model. The condition of the
theory the individual must accept the goal certainly aligned to the construct of mutual agreement
based on value. The condition of the theory where the goal must be specific and measurable
alliance with the construct deferral formal expectations defined and made clear. The third
condition of the theory was “feedback is provided” aligns with the construct of consistent
interaction and collaboration. Initial investigation of this theory did appear that it could fully
support the research question.
The theory needs to be extended to address the theoretical model in two key aspects. The
first is that the goal theory has four required conditions. The fourth condition that is irrelevant to
the model in this study is that the goals must be difficult to achieve but attainable. The model
does not refer to difficulty, and therefore would not enable the theory to completely address the
research question. Additionally, goal theory is so widely applied that it is not specific enough for
this domain. The theory requires detailed direction for distinguishing between feedback and
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collaboration. Therefore, the researcher did not feel that goal theory would sufficiently address
the research question.
Bureaucratic Management Theory
This theory focuses on an organization’s policies, protocols, and hierarchy to manage
itself effectively. (Kitana, 2016). This theory aligns with one of the constructs in the theoretical
model. It focuses on rigid structure and procedures, which align with the construct of formal
expectations defined and made clear.
This theory does not completely align with two of the constructs in the theoretical model.
There is a significant focus on key and rigidity within the chain of command. Additionally, task
separation is highlighted where each employee has a job to do and does not engage with other
roles. There is a complete lack of teamwork or collaboration suggested in this theory and
therefore would not address the research question effectively.
Administrative Management Theory
This theory states that managers have six functions based on 14 different principles.
These functions include forecasting, planning, organizing, commanding, coordinating, and
controlling (Edwards, 2018). This theory does have components that align directly to the
theoretical model. One of the principals stated that management gives authority to employees but
that the employee must agree upon authority. Another principle states that teams should be
focused on common goals. Both of these principles align with the theoretical model in terms of
the constructs of mutual agreement, based on value and formal expectations defined and made
clear.
This theory does not completely address the construct of consistent interaction and
engagement between the seller and the sales leader. It does have principles about managers
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working to keep employees engaged. Furthermore, employees should have the freedom to carry
out their jobs without being forced or ordered. While these are positive traits, the theory does not
address the rigor needed to ensure that standardized work is being created and followed in a way
that is consistent with interaction between the seller and the sales leader.
Scientific Theory
This theory focuses on the scientific method to maximize the efficiency of work and is
based on four principles. The first principle says that jobs to be done should be studied to make
sure they're accomplished in the most efficient way. The second states that employees should be
selected to do the jobs that match their abilities. The third principle says that workers should be
monitored closely to ensure they are doing the jobs they are supposed to be doing, in the way
they're supposed to be doing it. The last principle says the managers should spend time training
employees (Kitana, 2016).
This theory slightly applies to the research in terms of one of the three constructs
identified in the theoretical model. This theory states that management should monitor their
employees closely to ensure the right jobs are being done correctly. This does somewhat align
with the third construct of consistently meeting and engaging with salespeople. However, this
theory tends to be more focused on micromanagement and less on collaboration.
This theory does not address two of the three constructs of the theoretical model
presented in this study. This theory focuses on data-driven tasks and measurement. There is
clearly an absence of alignment or mutual agreement of value of the process. This theory does
not address making formal expectations clear for the employee. As a result, this theory would not
address the research question in an adequate manner.
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Addressing the Research Question
The theory developed in this study was used to address the research question: what are
the barriers and enablers for sales leaders and salespeople to consider when implementing a
hybrid sales control system? The theory required three necessary conditions to be present for a
successful implementation of a hybrid sales control system. Therefore, a single enabler,
existence of all three conditions, existed for sales leaders and salespeople to consider when
implementing a hybrid sales control system. The barriers existed when the conditions for the
theory were not met which resulted in four potential barriers.
The first barrier is shown in Figure 5.2 and indicates when none of the theory’s three
components were present during the implementation. Having none of the model’s required
elements implied that the sales organization failed to have formal expectations, any collaboration
between the sales leaders and salespeople, and agreement on the value each would receive from
following a process. Absence of all of the required conditions described by the theory would
represent a barrier to the successful implementation of a hybrid sales control system.
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Figure 5.2. Barrier 1
The second barrier occurred when the sales organization had the mutual agreement of
process structure based on value and ensured that the formal expectations were defined and made
clear but did not have consistent engagement or collaboration as depicted in Figure 5.3. In this
situation, the lack of sales leader participation in the sales process could indicate to the
salesperson that the goal of the process was compliance and the value of the process to the
salesperson was not an important consideration of the sales leader. This could cause failure of the
implementation or significantly restrict its benefit to the organization.
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Figure 5.3 Barrier 2
The third barrier occurred when the sales leaders and salespeople had mutual agreement
of process structure based on value and consistent engagement and collaboration but lacked the
definitions or clarity of formal expectations.

Figure 5.4. Barrier 3
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In this situation, depicted in Figure 5.4, both roles met regularly and agreed that there was
value in some processes but the organization never standardized or provided explanations as to
exactly what was required. This created a barrier because salespeople might not have understood
all of the expectations placed upon them.
The final barrier arose when there was consistent engagement, collaboration, and
engagement among the sales leaders and salespeople, and formal expectations were defined and
made clear. However, there was no mutual agreement on the process structure based on value as
depicted in Figure 5.5. Without agreement on the process structure, salespeople and sales leaders
might not be able to plan consistently for every sales opportunity which would result in wasted
resources planning and forecasting at the individual deal level.

Figure 5.5. Barrier 4
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Contribution to Research
The results of the study indicate six categories that need to be considered by practitioners
wanting to successfully implement a hybrid sales control system. The aforementioned categories
represent six considerations a sales organization must address otherwise the implementation will
most likely fail. Future research should test the theory to verify its ability to explain the
phenomenon.
Future Research
Future research based on the model and the Theory of Legitimacy-Based Reciprocity
presented here should certainly include confirming and extending it. One suggestion for
extending the research in this study would be to include participants from different companies
within the same vertical industry or from companies that have a similar type of sales approach
(transactional, solution, consultative types, selling methodologies). While this study sought to
develop a theory that better explains and predicts the conditions of the phenomena, more work
that is generalizable to the findings across different industries and focusing on a single industry
or selling type may reveal additional useful insights.
Another recommendation for future research would be to confirm the results from this
study by conducting a similar qualitative research study using a deductive approach, focusing on
the axial codes identified in the study. This approach would include interviewing sales leaders
and salespeople; however, the data analysis would be focused on the axial codes from this study
during the coding process (Azungah, 2018). This could further confirm and extend whether the
codes identified in this study were replicated in additional research studies.
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Another approach for future research would be to utilize mixed methods research. This
study utilized a theoretical sampling approach where the participants were selected because they
were thought to be knowledgeable of the phenomenon being studied. Additionally, the number
of interviews follows the saturation methodology, which concluded the collection of data with no
new insights. A mixed methods approach that utilizes questionnaires to a much larger sample
size would provide better confirmation that the theory established by this research match the
perceptions of this much larger sample.
Extending the Current Literature
The theory developed in this research can be used to identify antecedents that are not
based on organizational factors. The most common antecedents for selecting a sales control
system, as identified by the researcher in the literature, were environmental factors,
organizational factors, salesperson factors, product complexity, and task characteristics. The
aforementioned were based on the most common theories identified in this study’s literature
review. A new theory may provide the opportunity to develop different antecedents based on a
theory independent of the characteristics of the sales organization.
Contribution to Practice
The focus of the research question on hybrid sales control systems was directly related to
the researcher’s experience, which suggests that this type of hybrid sales control system process
provides the most visibility and situational awareness that sales organizations require. This is
especially true when sales results are lacking, and the organization needs to make a change in
order to improve results. Prior to this research study, there was an insufficient guiding theory for
sales organizations that wasn’t based on factors outside of the organization’s control. If a sales
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organization needs to employ a hybrid sales control system to improve output, that
implementation should not be based on any existing factors that affect the sales organization,
especially if the aforementioned factors most likely lead to the problem in the first place. Sales
organizations can use the theory developed in this study regardless of any environmental,
organizational, salesperson, product complexity, or task characteristic factors.
Sales Leaders
Sales leaders looking to add a level of measurement and understanding for their
salespeople within their organization need the benefits offered by a hybrid sales control system.
The combination of outcome and behavior metrics ensures that the status of achieving sales
quota is measured with both leading and lagging indicators. The challenge is implementing such
a system when the current system is completely different. In this research, the key aspects of the
implementation to increase the likelihood of successful adoption are identified.
The Theory of Legitimacy-Based Reciprocity and its included constructs indicate the
need for a chain of command. However, the theory also indicates the need for a reciprocal
relationship or alignment among the salespeople. Dictating a system to salespeople, especially
when results are lacking, is one of the barriers indicated in this study.
In addition to advising sales leaders and what they need in order to successfully
implement a hybrid sales control system, the theoretical model can be utilized to help understand
the situational awareness the sales leaders are facing within their organization, and the actions
they must take to ensure a smooth deployment. The constructs of the theoretical model provide
guidance as to the specific requirements needed. Additionally, the six axial codes can be
developed into scales based on a set of questions. By answering these questions, the sales leaders
can know exactly what resources they have and what they are lacking. They can also use the
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model as a guide to course, correct, add, or eliminate elements that provide barriers to
implementation and ensure an environment rich with enablers.
Salespeople
Salespeople can also use the Theory of Legitimacy-Based Reciprocity to help them be
successful in their jobs and determine the organizational support they need to receive from their
company to maximize effectiveness. Additionally, it can serve as proof for why they need these
resources, and the value organizations will receive for providing them.
Salespeople can also use this tool when interviewing for companies, as often it can be
difficult to understand exactly the situation the salesperson is going into when discussing
potential employment with the firm. The six axial codes can be developed into a set of questions
to ask the company about its sales methodology and its commitment to helping the sales rep
succeed. Knowing the firm’s position in terms of sales control system methodology could
indicate to sales rep if the company pursues an environment of collaboration and support.
Consultants
The model and theory developed in this research study will be extremely helpful to
consultants in the sales process improvement industry. The goal of the theory was to be
generalizable across many industries and be independent of any current characteristics of the
sales organization. Consultants can use this model with a wide array of sales organizations
without the limitations of the sales organization structure, sales model, geographic disbursement,
disparate salesperson skill levels, or technology stack.
Similar to sales leaders, consultants can develop scales based on the axial code. They can
then use a set of questions based on each code to determine weak points that will result in
barriers of implementing a hybrid sales control system. This approach will provide excellent
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situational awareness and identify the areas of consultant needs to focus time and number to
create an enabling environment for the control system.
Limitations
Certain limitations exist within this research study. This study was conducted as a
dissertation, so the researcher was the sole coder for all interviews. The dissertation chairs and
committee reviewed the results to ensure accuracy; however, the memos and coding represent
only one person’s viewpoint. Additionally, a consideration for the selection of grounded theory
as a method was in part due to the researcher’s experience with sales control systems. This
permitted a smaller sample size since the goal was saturation. It also permitted a single method
of data collection in the form of interviews. Future research should consider additional changes
to the methodology. These changes fall under the category of “Triangulation.”
Flick (2002) suggests four unique uses of triangulation to produce a richer data set and
minimize the likelihood of bias in research. The first use case is data triangulation, which
involves the use of different sources of data. Since saturation was a key determiner in the sample
size for this study’s goal of developing a theory, future efforts intending to validate the theory
could include a larger sample, and salespeople and senior sales leaders from additional industries
or subjects outside of the United States.
The second use case is investigator triangulation. This involves the use of more than one
researcher to gather and analyze the data. This increase in perspectives and influence on the
study could lead to different interpretations and results of the research. The third use of
triangulation involves theory. Approaching the problem with new or adjacent theories, in
addition to the one generated from this study, may “extend the possibility of producing
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knowledge” (Flick, 2002, p. 444). The final use case, and possibly the most important to expand
the research, is methodological triangulation. This involves using multi or mixed methods to
conduct future research. While interviews were the best option for developing the theory, other
methods may prove more useful for validating it. These four triangulation techniques offer future
research several options for advancing the knowledge and improving the answer to the research
question.
Delimitations
The choice of the research question was to focus on the factors that practitioners can use
when implementing a hybrid sales control system and supports the researcher’s need when
consulting to sales teams. There are adjacent questions that need to be researched but this
particular question addresses a critical need in business today. An example of an adjacent
concern would be the concept of hybrid sales control system adoption. The researcher saw these
problems as separate and requiring different studies. Since implementation occurs before
adoption, the researcher believed that implementation was the most obvious choice for beginning
the research on this topic.
This study involved 11 business-to-business sales organizations and only a single
business-to-consumer company. The problem that this study targeted exists in all sales
organizations; however, the researcher’s expertise is within business-to-business sales, thus the
intent was to maximize the study’s inquiry in a domain the researcher understood and could
maximize the value of data analysis.
The study encompassed many different industries. There was no intent to limit the scope
of this study to a few or even a single industry. The design of the study was to capture data from
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different industries and understand the phenomenon from as many different sources as possible.
The researcher wanted to determine if using disparate industries and saturation would result in a
theory generalizable across all industries.
Conclusion
The goal of this study was to extend the current literature of hybrid sales control systems,
as well as provide guidance to practitioners looking to implement them. The research identified
six key categories that organizations must consider if they want to successfully implement a
hybrid sales control system. These categories, connected through a central code, resulted in three
important constructs: alignment on process, alignment on requirements, and alignment on
reinforcement. These combined to create a theoretical model that identified the theory of
legitimacy-based reciprocity. Future research can include this theory in additional studies to
further the knowledge in this area. Practitioners can take this theory and develop it into usable
tools and models for practitioners that will benefit sales leaders and salespeople.
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Appendix A: Antecedents to Sales Control Systems
Table A1. Antecedents to Sales Control Systems
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Jaworski, B. (1988). Toward a theory of
marketing control: Environmental context,
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of Marketing, 52(3), 23–39.
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Jaworski, B. J., & MacInnis, D. J. (1989).
Marketing jobs and management controls:
Toward a framework. Journal of
Marketing Research, 26(4), 406–419.

Simons, R. (1990). The role of
management control systems in creating
competitive advantage: New perspectives.
Accounting, Organizations and Society, 1–
2, 127.

Theories

Antecedent Variables

Agency Theory,
Organization Theory,
Transaction Cost
Analysis, Cognitive
Evaluation Theory

Environmental
Variables, Firm
Variables, Salesperson
Variables

Developing a Theory

Macro Environment,
Operating
Environment, Internal
Environment

Survey

Sales
Executives

Contingency Theory

Interviews

Managers

None Found
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Key Findings

The task
characteristicscontrol findings
suggest that the
characteristics of
marketing
positions do have
a role in shaping
the types of
controls-in-use.

Procedural
Knowledge,
Performance
Documentation

Attention Constraints

Table A1. (continued).
Agarwal, S., & Ramaswami, S. N. (1993).
Marketing controls and employee
responses: the moderating role of task
characteristics. Journal of the Academy of
Marketing Science, 21(4), 293.
Oliver, R. L., & Anderson, E. (1994). An
Empirical Test of the Consequences of
Behavior-and Outcome-Based Sales
Control Systems. Journal of Marketing,
58(4), 53–67.
Bello, D., & Gilliland, D. (1997). The
Effect of Output Controls, Process
Controls, and Flexibility on Export
Channel Performance. Journal of
Marketing, 61(1), 22–38.
Krafft, M. (1999). An empirical
investigation of the antecedents of sales
force control systems. Journal of
Marketing, 63(3), 120–134.
Lapierre, J. & Skelling, J. (2005).
Salesforce control system in high‐tech
contexts: do environment and industry
matter? Journal of Business & Industrial
Marketing, 20(6), 297–306.

Survey

Managers and
Salespeople
from multiple
industries

Survey

Electronic
component
manufacturers’
reps

None Found

Managerial
Involvement,
Objective result
measures, risk shifted
to seller, level of
supervisor monitoring
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US
manufacturing
executives that
export through
distributors

Relational Exchange
Theory, Control
Theory

Resource Inadequacy,
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Market Volatility

Survey
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executives of
German
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Ouchi's
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approach
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Variables, Company
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Effect

Survey
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Manager
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Table A1. (continued).
Piercy, N. F., Cravens, D. W., & Lane, N.
(2009) Sales management control level and
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consequences. Industrial Marketing
Management, 38(4), 2009, 459–467.

Mallin, M. L., Asree, S., Koh, A. C., & Hu,
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19(3), 292–305.

Ahearne et al. (2010). Managing sales
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Research, 47(4), 764–776.
Darmon, R. Y. (1998) The effects of some
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of Personal Selling & Sales Management,
18(1), 17–30.
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Market Orientation,
skills required of
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B-2-B Sales
Managers in
different
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Behavior Performance,
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representatives
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midsized
pharmaceutical
company
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experience
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Management’s sales
force selling and
control objectives and,
on the availability,
and/or costs of
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Survey
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factors of outcome
observability, behavior
observability, TSA,
and task
programmability.
Salespeople's
Characteristics,
Organizational
Characteristics, Task
Characteristics,
Environmental
Characteristics
Environmental
variables,
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variables, individual
variables (salesperson/
supervisor)

Stathakopoulos, V. (1996) Sales force
control: A synthesis of three theories,
Journal of Personal Selling & Sales
Management, 16(2), 1–12.

No study
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No study
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Organization Theory,
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Analysis

Darmon, R. Y., & Martin, X. C. (2011). A
new conceptual framework of sales force
control systems. Journal of Personal
Selling & Sales Management, 31(3), 297–
310.

No study
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No study
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Agency Theory,
Transaction Cost
Theory

Echchakoui, S. (2013). Sales force control
system: Review and perspectives.
Recherche et Applications En Marketing,
28(4), 68–96.

No study
conducted
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Resource-Based
Theory

Baldauf, A., Cravens, D. W., & Piercy, N.
F. (2005). Sales management control
research: Synthesis and an agenda for
future research. Journal of Personal
Selling & Sales Management, 25(1), 7–26.

No study
conducted

No study
conducted

None found
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Organizational,
Personal Influences

Control System
Theory, Fit Theory,
Configuration Theory

Individual (age and
past sales experience),
firm (strategy, type of
sale is relationship
selling, compensation
strategy), Environment
(market turbulence)

Flaherty, K. E., Arnold, T. J., & Hunt, C.
S. (2007). The Influence of the Selling
Situation on the Effectiveness of Control:
Toward a Holistic Perspective, Journal of
Personal Selling & Sales Management,
27(3), 221–233.

Survey
Salespeople in
the healthcare
sector
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Ramaswami, S. N. (2002). Influence of
control systems on opportunistic behaviors
of salespeople: A test of gender
differences. Journal of Personal Selling &
Sales Management, 22(3), 173–188.
Krafft, M., DeCarlo, T. E., Poujol, F. J., &
Tanner, J. F., Jr. (2012). Compensation and
control systems: A new application of
vertical dyad linkage theory. Journal of
Personal Selling & Sales Management,
32(1), 107–115.
Stacey L. Malek, Shikhar Sarin & Bernard
J. Jaworski (2018) Sales management
control systems: review, synthesis, and
directions for future exploration, Journal of
Personal Selling & Sales Management,
38:1, 30–55.
Husain, R. V.(2018). Sales control and
performance: Moderating effects of
salesperson and supervisor characteristics.
Marketing Review, 18(1), 55–69.

The control
model proposed
indicates no
difference by
gender

Survey

US salespeople
from various
industries

Agency Theory

No study
conducted

No study
conducted

Vertical Dyad
Linkage Theory

Corporate Strategy

No study
conducted

Agency Theory
Organization Theory
Transaction Cost
Analysis
Cognitive Evaluation
Theory

Internal environmentFirm, External
environmentOperating, MacroUncertainty

No study
conducted

Agency Theory,
Organization Theory,
Transaction Cost
Analysis, Cognitive
Evaluation Theory,
Contingency Theory

Selling Environment,
Salesforce

No study
conducted

No study
conducted
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Oliveira Santini, F., Vieira, V. A., Ladeira,
W. J., & Sampaio, C. H. (2019).
Behaviour‐based and outcome‐based
control systems: A meta‐analytic study.
Canadian Journal of Administrative
Sciences, 36(2), 149.

No Study
Conducted
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Agency Theory,
Organizational
Theory, Transactional
Cost Theory

Market turbulence,
Salesforce size,
Product complexity

Appendix B: Recruitment Email
Document Title: Dissertation Recruitment Material
Document Version: Version 1, November 20, 2020
Hello {First Name},
I am conducting research in the area of sales process for my doctorate dissertation and would value your
input.
The theme of my research is sales control systems and focuses on how companies select to use a system
that utilizes both behavior and outcome measurements to gauge sales success.
I am interested in speaking with senior sales executives as well as salespeople to understand their
experience with these types of measurement systems.
Participating in the study would entail a 30-45 minute interview with me by phone or video call.
Your participation in the study is entirely voluntary and all of your responses will be kept confidential.
No personally identifiable information will be associated with your responses to any reports of this data.
The University of South Florida Institutional Review Board has approved this study. Should you have any
question, please feel free to contact me at 813-545-8739 or jcivitillo@usf.edu.
Kindest regards,
Jay Civitillo
University of South Florida Doctoral Candidate
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Appendix C: IRB Approved-Script for Obtaining Verbal Informed Consent

Script for Obtaining Verbal Informed Consent

Information to Consider Before Taking Part in this Research Study
Title: Barriers and enablers for sales leaders and salespeople to consider when implementing
a hybrid sales control system?
Study # 001810

Overview: You are being asked to take part in a research study. The information in this

document should help you to decide if you would like to participate. The sections in this
Overview provide the basic information about the study. More detailed information is provided
in the remainder of the document.
Study Staff: This study is being led by Jay Civitillo who is a doctoral candidate in the Muma
College of Business Doctor of Business Administration program. This person is called the
Principal Investigator. He is being guided in this research by Andrew Artis, Ph.D. and Robert
Hammond, D.B.A. Other approved research staff may act on behalf of the Principal
Investigator.
Study Details: This study is being conducted at the Muma College of Busines. The purpose
of the study is to examine the barriers and enablers for salespeople and sales leaders when
implementing a hybrid sales control system (a sales process that combines the measurement
of a salesperson’s activities and sales outcomes to gauge overall performance). The research
will include a single 30-45-minute interview with senior sales executives as well as junior
and senior salespeople.
Participants: You are being asked to take part because you are employed full-time within a
sales organization that uses a combination of activity measurement and sales results to
measure the overall performance of salespeople.
Voluntary Participation: Your participation is voluntary. You do not have to participate and
may stop your participation at any time. There will be no penalties or loss of benefits or
opportunities if you do not participate or decide to stop once you start. Your decision to
participate or not to participate will not affect your job status, employment record, employee
evaluations, or advancement opportunities.
Benefits, Compensation, and Risk: We do not know if you will receive any benefit from
your participation. There is no cost to participate nor will be compensated for your
participation. This research is considered minimal risk. Minimal risk means that study risks
are the same as the risks you face in daily life.
Confidentiality: Even if we publish the findings from this study, we will keep your study
information private and confidential. Anyone with the authority to look at your records must
keep them confidential.
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Why are you being asked to take part? You are being asked to participate in this study
because you are employed full-time in a sales organization and have insights, experiences and
opinions on what challenges and benefits an organization has when using a particular kind of
sales management philosophy.

Study Procedures

This study will not be conducted during normal business hours. If you take part in this study, you
will be asked to participate in a 30-45-minute interview by phone or video call at a time that is
convenient for you. The questions will focus on the sales process/ sales control system your
company uses to manage salespeople. There is no preparation on your behalf for the interview.
The interview will be recorded and transcribed for analysis. No personal identifying data will be
collected or linked to the data in any way. The only people who will be allowed to see these
records are: Jay Civitillo (Principle Investigator), Andrew Artis, Ph.D. (Dissertation Committee
Chair), Robert Hammond D.B.A. (Dissertation Committee Chair), David Howard, M.A.
(Dissertation Committee Statistician), and The University of South Florida Institutional Review
Board (IRB).

Alternatives / Voluntary Participation / Withdrawal
You do not have to participate in this research study. You should only take part in this study if
you want to volunteer. You should not feel that there is any pressure to take part in the study.
You are free to participate in this research or withdraw at any time. There will be no penalty or
loss of benefits you are entitled to receive if you stop taking part in this study. The decision to
participate or not to participate will not affect your job status.

Benefits and Risks

You will receive no benefit from this study. This research is considered to be minimal risk. That
means that the risks associated with this study are the same as what you face every day. There
are no known additional risks to those who take part in this study.

Compensation

You will receive no payment or compensation for participating in this study.

Privacy and Confidentiality

We will do our best to keep your records private and confidential. We cannot guarantee absolute
confidentiality. Your personal information may be disclosed if required by law. Certain people
may need to see your study records. The only people who will be allowed to see these records
are: Jay Civitillo (Principle Investigator), Andrew Artis, Ph.D. (Dissertation Committee Chair),
Robert Hammond D.B.A. (Dissertation Committee Chair), David Howard, M.A. (Dissertation
Committee Statistician), and The University of South Florida Institutional Review Board (IRB).
Your information or samples collected as part of the research, even if identifiers are removed,
will NOT be used or distributed for future research studies.
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We may publish what we learn from this study. If we do, we will not include your name. We will
not publish anything that would let people know who you are.
Data collected for this research will be stored at the Muma College of Business, located at the
University of South Florida in the United States.

Contact Information
If you have any questions, concerns or complaints about this study, call Jay Civitillo at 813-5458739. If you have questions about your rights, complaints, or issues as a person taking part in this
study, call the USF IRB at (813) 974-5638 or contact the IRB by email at RSCH-IRB@usf.edu.
We may publish what we learn from this study. If we do, we will not let anyone know your
name. We will not publish anything else that would let people know who you are. You can print
a copy of this consent form for your records.
I freely give my consent to take part in this study. I understand that by proceeding with this
survey, I am agreeing to take part in research and I am 18 years of age or older.

PROTOCOL TITLE:

Barriers and enablers for sales leaders and salespeople to consider when implementing a hybrid
sales control system?

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

Jay Civitillo
MUMA-DBA Cohort 2021
Telephone Number: 813-545-8739
Email Address: jcivitillo@usf.edu

VERSION NUMBER/DATE:
V.1 November 16, 2020
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#
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Study Summary
Table D1. Study Summary
Study Title
Study Design
Primary
Objective/Purpose
Secondary
Objective(s)/Purposes
Research
Intervention(s)
ClinicalTrials.gov NCT
#
Study Population
Sample Size
Study Duration for
individual subjects
Study Specific
Abbreviations/
Definitions

Barriers and Enablers of Hybrid Sales Control Systems
Grounded Theory, constant comparative approach using coding of
interviews of practitioners
Examining the barriers and enablers for salespeople and sales
leaders when implementing a hybrid sales control system (one that
combines the measurement of activities and outcome of sales
effort)
N/A
N/A
N/A
Senior sales executives. Junior and senior salespeople
12
30-45 minutes
N/A

Objectives
2.1 Interview sales leaders and salespeople using a series of questions designed to lead to the
development or generation of a theory regarding the barriers and enablers of implementing a
hybrid sales control system.
Background
3.1 There is limited amount of literature concerning the topic of sales control systems. The
concept was formally developed in 1987 in a paper that mentioned two primary controls systems
and the key theories for implementing them. The paper mentioned that companies may select to
implement a mix or hybrid of the two systems but provided no theoretical basis for the selection.
Additional research conducted since that article was published on the subject of sales control
systems focused on many differs aspects of one of the two sales control systems, but little
attention was paid to theory for determining the antecedents of the hybrid sales control system.
3.2 The relevant primary data that exists to support this research is the primary investigator’s 25
years of selling, sales management, and sales operations experience with over 35 companies as
an employee or consultant. There is a need for theoretical explanation for implementing a sales
control system consisting of both behavior and outcome measurements as it’s been the principal
investigator’s experience that many companies use elements of both, and the literature does not
provide guidance on how to do so.
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Study Intervention
N/A
Procedures Involved
5.1 This study will consist of soliciting senior sales executives and salespeople by email and
LinkedIn messaging to participate in a 30-45-minute interview to be conducted by telephone or
video call. The questions will focus on the causal conditions and strategies of implementing a
hybrid sales control system.
5.2 Please select the methods that will be employed in this study (select all that apply):
☒ Audio/Video Recording
☐ Psychophysiological Recording
☐ Behavioral Interventions
☐ Record Review - Educational
☐ Behavioral Observations and Experimentations ☐ Record Review - Employee
☐ Deception
☐ Record Review- Medical
☐ Focus Groups
☐ Record Review - Other
☒ Interviews
☐ Specimen Collection or Analysis
☐ Investigational Device – Non-Significant Risk
☐ Surveys and/or Questionnaires
(e.g. Mobile Applications)
☐Psychometric Testing
☐ Other Social-Behavioral Procedures
5.3 N/A
5.4 The questions are of no risk to the participants.
5.5 N/A
5.6 N/A
5.7 N/A
Data and Specimen Storage for Future Research
6.1 N/A
6.2 N/A
6. 3 N/A
Sharing of Results with Subjects
7.1 Individual subject results will not be shared with subjects or others outside of the research
team
Study Timelines
8.1 The time commitment of the participants will be 30-45 minutes for an interview. There will
be only one interview per subject.
Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
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9.1 Participants must meet the following condition for inclusion in the study:
•
•
•

Participants must be a minimum age of 18
Participants must be currently employed at a company using a hybrid sales control system
Participants must have at least 3 months of experience working with the company’s sales control system

9.2 Participants will be excluded from the study if:
•
•
•

Participants are under the age of 18
Participants are not employed full-time in the sales department
Participant’s company does not use a formal hybrid sales control system (the company uses either a pure
behavior or pure outcome sales control system)

9.3 There are no circumstances where the participants would become ineligible to continue in the
study once included
9.4 Special population will not be a factor for inclusion and/or exclusion in this study
Vulnerable Populations
10.1 N/A
Local Number of Subjects
11.1 Twelve participants will participate in this study
Recruitment Methods
☐ Email
☐ Flyer
☐ Letter
☐ News Advertisement

☒ Online/Social Media Advertisement
☐ Record Review
☐ SONA
☐ SONA

12.1 Individuals will be approached through email and direct email messaging on LinkedIn and
asked to participate in the study. They will be selected based on their title and the tenure of
experience described in their profile. Individuals who respond will be asked to participate in the
study and also asked to suggest any potential subjects that meet the requirements
12.2 Potential subjects will be notified that the principal investigator is conducting research as
part of a doctoral dissertation and interested in speaking with them. The theme of the research
will be described and a brief explanation provided. The time commitment, how the interview
would be conducted is provided, and state that it will occur during non-working hours. The
message will state that participation is voluntary and that all responses will be kept confidential.
The final part of the message is direct contact information, both email and telephone number, of
the principal investigator.
12.3 No special populations will be targeted, and individuals will only be approached who have a
public profile on LinkedIn which provides a means to contact them
Withdrawal of Subjects
13.1 Subjects will be removed from the research if they are no longer employed by the company
prior to the interview
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13.2 N/A
Risks to Subjects
14.1 There are no known risks above what occurs in normal everyday life to participants as they
will only participate in a single interview session
14.2 N/A
14.3 There are no known risks to others who are not subjects
Potential Benefits to Subjects or Others
15.1 There are no known benefits to individuals who participate in the study
15.2 There are no known benefits to others who are not subjects
Data Management and Confidentiality
16.1 The data analysis plan is to utilize a constant comparative model method. This iterative
approach will continue until a saturation point is reached and there are no new insights to be
gained from the interviews.
16.2 All data collected will be stored on a separate, encrypted hard drive using AES-256-bit
encryption. This includes recordings of the interviews, transcripts and the data files of the
software used to assist in the coding process. The device will then be stored in a fire-proof safe
located at 911 Shaded Water Way, Lutz, FL 33549 for a period of 5 years.
16.3 The interviews will be recorded and then transcribed for coding. The transcriptions will be
used to verify the accuracy of the coding.
16.4 The only identifiable data linked to the interviews will be if the subject is an executive or
salesperson. No personal identifying data will be linked to the interviews data. The data will be
stored for a period of 5 years on a separate, encrypted hard drive using AES-256-bit encryption
located at 911 Shaded Water Way, Lutz, FL 33549. The data will be destroyed using the
Department of Defense guidelines for data overwrite then physically destroying the hard drive.
No data will be shared outside of the research group.
16.5 N/A
Provisions to Monitor the Data to Ensure the Safety of Subjects
17.1 The questions only address the subject’s opinions on aspects of business
17.2 N/A
Provisions to Protect the Privacy Interests of Subjects
18.1 All subjects will be advised before and during the interview that they do not have to answer
any questions they feel would negatively impact their privacy interests.
Compensation for Research-Related Injury
19.1 N/A
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Subject Costs and Compensation
20.1 The subjects will not incur any costs because or participation
20.2 No compensation will be provided to subjects
☒ No Compensation
☐ Tokens (pens, food items, etc.)
☐Other
☐ Financial Compensation (cash, gift cards)
☐ Course Credit (i.e., extra credit, SONA
points)
Consent Process
21.1
☐ Obtaining Signed Consent (Subject or
Legally Authorized Representative)

☐ Obtaining Consent Online (Waiver of Written
Documentation of Consent )
☒ Obtaining Verbal Consent (Waiver of Written
☐ Obtaining Signed Parental Permission
Documentation of Consent)
☐ Obtaining Signed Assent for Children or ☐ Waiving Consent and/or Parental Permission
Adults Unable to Consent
(Waiver of Consent Process)
☐ Obtaining Verbal Assent for Children or
☐ Waiving Assent/Assent is Not Appropriate
Adults Unable to Consent

21.2
Verbal consent would be used for this study
Ongoing consent is not required as the interview will only be conducted one time per participant
The principal investigator will be the only person involved in the consent process with the
participants. The dissertation chairs will be responsible to ensure proper consent has been
obtained prior to the interviews being conducted.
The consent discussion will be conducted immediately after the participant’s agreement but
before the interview commences. The amount of time
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Appendix E: IRB Exemption
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Appendix F: The Overview and Definition Verbiage at the Start of The Interviews
“I'm focusing in the area of sales operations.
I'm doing what's called qualitative research and by interviewing people rather than send out
surveys.
I think it's a better way to get information so I’m interviewing sales leaders and salespeople to
capture their thoughts on sales process
I'm going to be talking to you a little bit about the concepts and the vernacular of what we use in
academia versus what we use in practice and ask you some questions.
I want you to free-flow talk about your thoughts, your feelings, and your insights into some of
these things.
I am going to be recording it on my cell phone so I can have it transcribed to identify
commonalities among what we talked about versus what some other people say in their
interviews.
Hopefully we can get through this relatively quickly there's no right or wrong answers.
If you're unsure of anything just ask me.
What we call sales process or playbooks in practice, is referred to Sales Control Systems in
academic literature.
Again, the goal today is just to ask you a few questions to understand your perspective
I’m focusing on the a few major sales control philosophies:
The first is that companies measure outcome- closing deals, producing revenue
The second is that companies measure behavior- activities, proposals, demo, etc. that help
forecast
The last is a hybrid approach or mix of behavior and outcome
With that in mind, I’d like to learn how is it that you use process to understand what's happening
in the sales team”.
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Appendix G: Interview Questions
Interview questions
1. With that in mind, I’d like to learn how is it that you use process to understand what's
happening in the sales team2. Can you describe the Sales Control System used at your company?
3. All companies use some form of management system to manage the sales team’s efforts.
Whether it be completely focused on booked sales, behaviors, or a combination of both,
why do you use (or believe that your organization uses) the system that you have?
4. What was your role in selecting it?
5. Why do you think the current system was selected?
6. Given the chance, what would you change and why?
7. (For managers) -What changes would you make to better manage the salespeople?
a) How do you think the salespeople would want to change the current
system to improve their performance?
b) What kinds of changes do you think they would want to change to
improve forecasting?
7. (For salespeople) - What changes would you make to improve your performance?
8. Can you say something about the importance of measuring both outcome and behavior in
successfully managing a sales team?
9. What is the typical average sales size?
10. What us the typical length of sale?
11. What is your perspective on the factors that affect your ability to measure outcome and
behavior versus the need to get the data no matter what?
12. Is there anything you would want to measure to increase forecast accuracy or hitting
quota besides just measuring behaviors and outcomes?
13. What do you think I missed or should have asked but didn’t?
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Appendix H: CITI Training Certificate
CITI Ethical cert
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Appendix I: Open Codes and Definitions
Table I1. Open Codes and Definitions
Open Code
1. Accountability levels based on output

Explanation
Behavioral metrics should be scaled based on
sales output

2. Activity predicts outcomes
3. Agreement by seller and management

Behavior metrics lead to sales
Both the salesperson in the sales leader agree
on the parameters of the sales process

4. Balance the Requirements

Ensure a mix of behavior and outcome
requirements
Sales reps with lack of sales have more
behavioral metrics

5. Bottom sellers invite additional behavior
metrics
6. Checking a box for behavior

When behavior metrics are required but not
used explicitly to drive sales

7. Company size drives approach to process Company size and geographic dispersion
dictates the approach for sales process
8. Consistent Measurement is required

Behavior metrics should always be used
regardless of sales achievement

9. Consistent Meetings

Managers and salespeople should meet
regularly and be a top priority

10. Consistent Requirements

The behavioral metrics that salespeople must
meet do not change over time

11. CRM is Important

A CRM is required to build to capture
information
CRM must be configured so it is easy for the
salesperson to add data

12. CRM must be easy to use
13. Culture drives approach to process

The company culture dictates the approach for
sales process

14. Customized process based on products or Specific products or services dictate the
services offered
approach for sales process
15. Develop metrics with the seller

When the salesperson is engaged in order to
contribute to the sales metrics

16. Develop Trust with seller
17. Disparity in systems cause long ramp
times

Managers must build rapport with salespeople
Multiple systems that the salesperson is
required to use or to capture information need
to be aligned or coordinated so there is not
duplication of effort or conflicting data capture
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Table I1. (continued).
Open Code
18. Documented expected behaviors

20. Duplicate Best Practices

Explanation
Sales management should be very clear about
the behaviors that are expected by the
salespeople
Very clear instruction as to what behaviors are
required and how to do them should be
provided to the salespeople
Find out what works and share with the team

21. Effort is required to produce results

Behavior leads to sales

22. Enable meaningful communications

The sales leader and the sales rep understand
what information needs to be communicated
about an opportunity
The sales leader and the salesperson are able to
talk about actual situations occurring without
fear of reprisal by the manager
The sales process is designed in such a way
that they can handle a variety of situations
Implement the sales process in a manner that it
can be adapted for specific situations
Sales reps find ways to manipulate metrics

19. Documented step-by-step instructions

23. Enabling meaningful conversations
24. Flexibility in process
25. Flexible implementation
26. Gaming the System
27. Handcuffed by Legacy Processes

Outdated processes can hamper current sales
efforts

28. Implement a documented curriculum

Ensure the sales process is clearly documented
and instructions are simple to follow
Random or haphazard reinforcement of
behavior metrics
The specific industry dictates the approach for
sales process

29. Inconsistent reinforcement
30. Industry drives approach to processes
31. Industry expert drives approach to
processes

Recognized industry expert dictates the
approach for sales process

32. Inertia drives approach to process

The current sales process has always been used
and never changed

33. Inherited the process

The long-established sales process hasn't
changed

34. Integrate Communication Tools into
CRM

Consolidate the tools the salesperson must use
so their normal activity is automatically tracked
within the CRM
When very little or not enough behavior
metrics are required

35. Lack of activity tracking
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Table I1. (continued).
Open Code
36. Lack of consistent process requirements
37. Lack of Corporate Mandates
38. Lack of CRM
39. Lack of performance drives increased
behavior metrics
40. Lack of proven metrics
41. Lead by demonstrating process
42. Loose Sales Control
43. Management discretion when setting and
measuring metrics

Explanation
Sales processes with constantly changing
requirements
Inconsistent direction from the executive staff
about behavior metrics requirements
Not having a CRM is detrimental to
salespeople
Sales organizations missing goals have more
behavior metrics placed upon them
Metrics have been established but there is no
evidence or proof suggesting that they lead to
increase revenues
Managers must offer proof to salespeople that
the process works
When there is inconsistency in the
requirements set forth of the salespeople
Managers need some latitude to customize the
sales process based on the situation

44. Manager Wants Behavior and Outcome

The sales leader wants both outcome (lagging)
metrics but also behavior (leading) metrics

45. Measure Accountability

Behavioral metrics need to be counted

46. Measure only what matters

Sales processes that have metrics that only
focus on requirements that are proven to drive
sales
Behavior metrics can scale based on a
salesperson’s specific needs and strengths

47. Measurement based on individual’s
strengths
48. Measurements are no longer relevant

When certain behavior metrics can no longer
be tied to sales output

49. Measuring makes sellers accountable

Behavior metrics hold salespeople accountable
despite sales results

50. Must have some process

Some behavioral metrics must be in place

51. Need quality activity

Behavioral metrics that focus on activities that
can be directly traced to sales

52. Needs Accountability

Lacking behavior metrics

53. Proof of past process success

Managers must indicate prior sales wins are
attributed to specific behaviors
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Table I1. (continued).
Open Code
54. Reduced the leading indicators
55. Require tools to do behaviors
56. Requires more structure
57. Requires seller buy-in

58. Resistance to change due to company
culture

Explanation
Minimize the number of behavioral metrics to
only include what the manager can utilize
The proper software tools need to be in place in
order to effectively require and track activities
and behaviors
Additional behavior metrics are required
A sales process established by the sales leader
needs the salesperson to add commentary or
input in order to make it worthwhile or
effective
Executive staff refuses to change the sales
process

59. Resource to support activity

Company should provide adequate resources
that salespeople need to close sales

60. Revise Metrics Regularly

Use a schedule to consistently update metrics

61. Sales leader Dictates Process

The sales leader dictates the approach for sales
process
Sales results dictate the approach for sales
process

62. Seller results drives approach to process
63. Sellers want less accountability
64. Senior Leadership dictates process
65. Set Realistic Goals
66. Skill Level drives approach to process
67. Standardized process across company
68. Sticking with the plan

Sellers do not want to be held accountable for
behavior metrics
The executive staff dictates the approach for
sales process
Set goals that are achievable based on the
current resources and capabilities of the sales
team
The experience of the salesperson dictates the
approach for sales process
All salespeople and all territories should have
the same process
Following the process, no matter what

69. Structure makes things easier

Formal sales process makes selling easier for
salespeople
70. Support and show the benefit of process Demonstrate the benefit of sales process to
salespeople who are no longer producing
to reps who are no longer achieving
acceptable sales
71. Top sellers conform to plan at some level Top salespeople usually follow the sales
process provided to them
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Table I1. (continued).
Open Code

Explanation

72. Turnover hurts focus

Consistent turnover in the sales organization
impedes the salespeople from focusing on
closing
The way the product is sold dictate the
approach of the sales process
Ensure that behavior metrics can be easily
measured and understood
Behavior metrics should reduce a sales
outcome increase

73. Type of sales drives approach to process
74. Understand who is following the plan
75. Variable requirements based on outcome
76. Verify metrics

Metrics should be supported with data
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Appendix J: Sales Leader Axial Codes
Table J1. Sales Leader Axial Codes
Axial Codes
Management-Axial-Alignment on Process

Management-Axial-Capture only what is
useful
Management-Axial-Effective tools are
critical

Management-Axial-Formal Defined
Process

Management-Axial-Management Style

Open Codes
Turnover hurts focus
Agreement by seller and management
Disparity in systems cause long ramp times
Enable meaningful communications
Enabling meaningful conversations
Flexibility in process
Lack of proven metrics
Requires seller buy-in
Sellers want less accountability
Measure only what matters
Need quality activity
Reduced the leading indicators
Set Realistic Goals
CRM is Important
Require tools to do behaviors
Integrate Communication Tools into CRM
Lack of CRM
Consistent Requirements
Documented expected behaviors
Documented step-by-step instructions
Effort is required to produce results
Implement a documented curriculum
Lack of activity tracking
Loose Sales Control
Management discretion when setting and
measuring metrics
Must have some process
Requires more structure
Standardized process across company
Structure makes things easier
Balance the Requirements
Develop Trust with seller
Support and show the benefit of process to reps
who are no longer achieving
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Table J1. (continued).
Axial Codes
Management-Axial-Proof that Process
Works

Management-Axial-Reinforcement

Management-Axial-Required Resources
Management-Axial-Selection of Process

Management-Axial-Seller Professionalism

Management-Axial-Senior Leadership

Open Codes
Activity predicts outcomes
Duplicate Best Practices
Handcuffed by Legacy Processes
Lead by demonstrating process
Proof of past process success
Accountability levels based on output
Consistent Measurement is required
Consistent Meetings
Measure Accountability
Measurement based on individual's strengths
Measuring makes sellers accountable
Variable requirements based on outcome
Verify metrics
Resource to support activity
Resource to support activity
Skill Level drives approach to process
Company size drives approach to process
Culture drives approach to process
Industry drives approach to processes
Industry expert drives approach to processes
Inherited the process
Seller results drives approach to process
Bottom sellers invite additional behavior metrics
Gaming the System
Lack of performance drives increased behavior
metrics
Top sellers conform to plan at some level
Lack of consistent process requirements
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Appendix K: Salespeople Axial Codes
Table K1. Salespeople Axial Codes
Axial Codes
Seller-Axial-Alignment on Process

Seller-Axial-Capture only what is useful

Seller-Axial-Effective tools are critical

Seller-Axial-Formal Defined Process

Seller-Axial-Implementation Strategy
Seller-Axial-Management Style

Seller-Axial-Proof that the Process Works

Open Codes
Turnover hurts focus
Agreement by seller and management
Disparity in systems cause long ramp times
Flexibility in process
Lack of proven metrics
Requires seller buy-in
Sellers want less accountability
Set Realistic Goals
Manager Wants Behavior and Outcome
Measure only what matters
Need quality activity
Lack of CRM
CRM is important
CRM must be easy to use
Understand who is following the plan
Checking a box for behavior
Consistent Requirements
Develop metrics with the seller
Documented expected behaviors
Effort is required to produce results
Lack of activity tracking
Loose Sales Control
Measurements are no longer relevant
Requires more structure
Revise Metrics Regularly
Standardized process across company
Structure makes things easier
Flexible implementation
Develop Trust with Seller
Support and show the benefit of process to reps
who are no longer achieving
Activity predicts outcomes
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Table K1. (continued).
Axial Codes
Seller-Axial-Reinforcement

Seller-Axial-Required Resources
Seller-Axial-Selection of Process

Seller-Axial-Seller Professionalism
Seller-Axial-Senior Leadership

Open Codes
Accountability levels based on output
Consistent Measurement is required
Consistent Meetings
Inconsistent reinforcement
Measurement based on individual's strengths
Measure Accountability
Needs Accountability
Sticking with the plan
Resource to support activity
Culture drives approach to process
Customized process based on products or services
offered
Industry drives approach to processes
Industry expert drives approach to processes
Inertia drives approach to process
Sales leader Dictates Process
Seller results drives approach to process
Senior Leadership dictates process
Skill Level drives approach to process
Type of sales drives approach to process
Gaming the System
Top sellers conform to plan at some level
Lack of Corporate Mandates
Resistance to change due to company culture
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Appendix L: Axial Code Categories—Alignment on Process
Sales Leader Comments
I would say, the one thing is you've got to have buy-in from the sales team. If you
don't have buy in, it's not going to be used. If you give buy-in, keep accountability
and challenge people. You may have to change out your sales team too. Maybe
there's some of them that just don't want to adopt to a model. When you play football
for the Dallas Cowboys, they have a playbook. You don't use the Washington
Redskins playbook you use the Dallas Cowboys playbook because you play for the
Cowboys. If I play for the Falcons, I'm using the Falcons playbook. If I'm going to
work for me or you, we're using our playbooks. If you don't want to use our playbook,
then maybe you don't want to play with us. That's the hard line. You don't want to just
start turning over salespeople because that costs you money too. But part of it is if
you're going to play in our system, then you need to play in our system. With new
recruits, they usually buy into the system
getting acceptance from a team if you're changing a complaint process. And if you're
changing that process to make it better, you need to be able to bring that information
to the team and show them that because of these changes it is going to work and it's
going to make them successful.
If we can use that data and use that information to say, okay, current course and
speed, this is what your world looks like. If using that now we can help figure out
other ways to help you break into these accounts and get more pipelines. Is there a
way to increase some velocity here and get more business, book sooner or something?
Help me help you. I think if they appreciate that that's what we want to do with the
data that you know again.
…when you hire a Top Producing Sales Director, their philosophy is if they can really
back up what they say in the interview you shouldn't care if I run four appointments a
month. If I'm able to crush the quotas that I agreed to, then you really shouldn't be
managing my activity at that level.
Salespeople Comments
You're more likely to do it if you see the benefit to your bottom line to your
pocketbook to your quality of life or to whatever you want to call it. If you can
convey that as a sales leader to them. If you could figure out what matters to that
person, and then paint the picture that whatever you're going to be doing is gonna
allow you to do more of that that you love, or like or need, then typically in my
experience that's how the most successful managers I've dealt with have dealt with
me. They care about me and what I'm trying to do in my life, and they adapt their
messaging accordingly.
I think that's the biggest key. Sales reps will say I don't want to do this because it's a
time suck. If he gives me the excuse you don't need to know that because it's none of
your business. Then I'm going to be coming down pretty hard on saying okay
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I think that there is a mix of some of the Agile type of philosophy where you go out,
you see what's working, you bring it back and you say, Okay, I need to make this
adjustment, this adjustment, and this adjustment
.. you need 40 calls. To me that sounds like is blah blah blah blah blah.
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Appendix M: Axial Code Categories—Selection of Process
Sales Leader Comments
And it also depends on if it's a long sale or a short sale cycle right.
What we do right now are we consider a shorter sales cycle, and that
were 30 days but it's not like a point- of-sale purchase. You might
have to reach out to a customer three or four times. So, it's plotting
what the sales process is going to look like to get the person to a yes
I inherited it from our Chief Operating Officer when I came in.
Okay, he said listen I've used this at________, I've used it
at_______, and it's a proven process. It works and the company
already adopted it and I just took the playbook many good football
players put it under my arm studied it and delivered it
A family owned and operated versus a corporate owned and
operated. The difference in guidelines that are put in place. How a
smaller company versus a larger company and multiple layers that
make those changes based on results.
…the company's legacy was very engineering. It was founded by an
engineer very engineering led. Most of the business process and
most of the controls that resulted in that were very linear, step by
step in a very kind of business rule. It wasn't more marketing or
sales minded. You have companies that are more sales driven and
therefore you get a lot more kind of business process and things
built around that.
… a part of what the company did was interview me on realistic
metrics to find success and reverse engineer based on my 15 plus
years of sales in the digital marketing space. So shared with them
some realistic metrics and then they reverse engineered that into
profitability and what they needed to achieve success in this
division.
Salespeople Comments
… in my view the company culture is the leading thing and people
have to have a process. It has to be enterprise based, rather than
individual based
I think it's processes and I think it's just the DNA and the culture of
this company
I think it's a historical thing it's just what they've been doing forever.
It's transitioned several times while I've been with _____, with our
different leadership.
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Appendix N: Axial Code Categories—Formal Defined Process
Sales Leader Comments
Anything below 30 million you didn't chase. And the reason you didn't is because you had to
allocate engineering resources to develop the solution. You had to fund engineering resources
to work the pursue/no-pursue, qualification, and the bid/no bid processes and that cost money.
You have to have some process; you have to have some playbook. Some playbook has to be
something. It can't just be all numbers related. One of the challenges seen in my past lives is it
really was all about just what were the numbers. Give me your commit, what are your sales,
what are your sales to order and what is your gross profit margin. There needs to be a process of
management on the phone for sellers and a go to market strategy that they believe in and guide
them to the right technology applications, to the right vertical market so if somebody said we're
not going to adopt this there should be some level of a playbook that should be similar to that. I
have to convince the management team that this was something that would be needed in the
company, no matter what.
Salespeople Comments
I think the issue with us right now as far as a growing company is, we need to have more
structures so that we don't confuse the systems of order processing engineering and such after
the fact.
Talking to them and seeing what works, seeing what can be improved on whether it's on a
quarterly basis or a yearly basis. Getting the input from those people I think is key and could
solve a lot of those, or at least listening to them and getting their take on it.
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Appendix O: Axial Code Categories—Reinforcement of The Process
Sales Leader Comments
In every meeting we go over the leading indicators, the lagging indicators we
look at forecasts and the pipeline. We talk about sales strategies or personas
we talked about the value proposition and differentiation, getting to the
decision maker
Really measuring statistics around consistency and recognizing that and
calling it out. How many quarters in a row did this person exceed their
numbers? How many years in a row did this person exceed their numbers? As
a consistent player, what's their consistency factor? I think that's a really
important metric because that's when top sales producers find a way to find
success easier by putting a highlight around consistency
Salespeople Comments
Yes, we do have playbooks and I'm sure ________ has shared those with you.
I would term that as loose because they trained us on at once a year at the
national sales call. The other management team that has flowed down below
that, after the national sales call coming from the upper end, it doesn't seem
like it's consistently reinforced. In our company it's the personas that are
reinforced but the playbook, per se, there's so much in there, that's not
reinforced on a regular basis
…we used to have what we call focus sessions, and we have them with
______ , the one-on-ones. Making certain that you continue to have those
every single week that you can identify what is it that you can do as a
manager to help me be able to succeed and truly being able to listen.
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Appendix P: Axial Code Categories—Capture Only What Is Useful
Sales Leader Comments
Every year we look at the leading and lagging indicators differently. We
just changed our leading indicator for fiscal 2021. We narrowed them
down from 10 initiatives down to six. We reduced the leading
indicators by 40%, because it was too many. We wanted to see the six
things that we wanted to do every week that we're going to drive and
accelerate sales.
I think with a new hire coming in, they don't have a true database so
they're going to be making more dials trying to find the right people or
the contact or best end to that and then it becomes the quality of the call.
So, in the beginning it's quantity, and then it becomes quality.
Salespeople Comments
...but it's the quality of the calls. It's the quality of the content. Don't
measure just the number of phone calls, but the number of quality
conversations. And along with the quality of the conversation. The
quality of the decision maker.
I think what people are doing is playing the system. If you ask for 40
calls and mandate that people are going to find a way to get 40 calls in.
Whether they're bogus or whether they're legit. You're going to put 40
calls in the system
I don't think there's a ton of pushback, but I've definitely seen situations
where you're tracking things that aren't necessarily key performance
indicators that are just kind of a waste of time
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Appendix Q: Axial Code Categories—Proof the Process Works
Sales leader Comments
You can't just tell them this is the new way we're going to do it, especially with on staff,
you have to explain to them why it works. Outcome is going to make them successful
because if you can
There's no way around, x, at the end of the day, what you put in is what we're going to get
out. The activity matters. If we're not following up if we're not doing the right things, if
the right things aren't being done then generally bad things happen.
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